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ABSTRACT 
Researchers have recently demonstrated the capabilities of microbially-induced calcium 
carbonate precipitation to fill and seal cracks in cementitious materials. However, the mechanical 
strength of microbially-induced crack healing is seldom investigated, especially at the 
fundamental level. In an effort to aid future development of structural repairs using this 
technique, the research discussed herein examines the suitability of several test methods to 
quantify the mechanical bond between calcium carbonate bio-deposits and cementitious 
substrates. Tests are performed at laboratory- and nano-scale to study both realistic cracks and 
isolated interfaces created under ideal conditions. 
Resonant frequency and mechanical bending tests were performed on notched, damaged, 
and treated Portland cement mortar beams. Sporosarcina pasteurii in nutrient media was applied 
to cracked beams in two different environmental conditions. Several experimental control 
treatments lacking bacteria were applied to additional sets of beams. Furthermore, bio-deposits 
were grown on prepared surfaces of cement paste in order to analyze an isolated interface using 
nanoscratch tests. A low-viscosity epoxy repair system was studied alongside the bio-deposits at 
both scales to provide a benchmark for comparison. Due to the challenges encountered when 
analyzing nanoscratch test results for a porous, discretely crystalline coating, data analysis 
methods for nanoscratch experiments were first established using a simplified model system of 
calcium-silicate-hydrate corrosion products on soda-lime glass substrates.  
Over the course of a 28-day treatment period, mortar beams in nearly all treatment 
conditions recovered to 95-105% of their pre-cracked resonant frequency, though the rate of 
recovery varied. Beams healed autogenously through hydration of remaining cement, without 
addition of external water, recovered to only about 85% of their original resonant frequency.  In 
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mechanical testing, only the set of beams healed by epoxy was capable of recovering significant 
load-carrying capacity. Other treated beams exhibited marginal improvements in fracture 
toughness recovery, but again lagged far behind the epoxy-based repair used for comparison in 
this study. On the other hand, the stiffness recovery under nearly all treatment conditions was 
competitive with the epoxy investigated here. These results indicate that the bacteria-based 
treatment could produce a repair that is weak in tension on the laboratory scale, but that bridges 
cracks well enough to increase overall stiffness.  
Initial nanoscratch experiments studying the model system of corrosion products on glass 
were indeed capable of quantifying an empirically observed distinction in bond strengths. When 
isolating the interfacial mechanical bond on this smaller scale, we find that a bio-deposit coating 
on cement paste fails at similar critical loads as an epoxy coating. Therefore, while the beam 
tests on the laboratory scale indicate a weak bond, it is possible for nano-scale tests which better 
isolate the interface between bio-deposits and cementitious materials to measure a fundamental 
bond strength which approaches that of a conventional epoxy repair.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
 The properties of interfaces between a cementitious matrix and fillers, reinforcements, or 
repair materials can have a significant impact on overall cementitious composite behavior. Bond 
strength characterization of cementitious and repair materials is usually limited to laboratory-
scale tests designed to result in recognizable parameters, such as compressive strength of the 
composite or bulk shear strength of a repaired specimen. Unfortunately, bulk tests of repair 
materials like the pull-off test and slant shear test may be subject to stress concentrations or 
complex stress states at the interface, and failure mechanisms may be dominated by bulk 
properties. Despite these issues, interfacial properties are often inferred from these bulk material 
test results, rather than precisely determined by experiments which truly isolate the interface in 
question, such as scratch testing. Tests at both the laboratory- and nano-scale may be necessary 
to provide adequate information to fully characterize repair material bonding. However, it is not 
clear which tests can produce the most useful results in order to direct development of next-
generation structural repair materials and techniques. 
The use of repair materials in cementitious composites will likely become more prevalent 
in the next decade. In 2013, the American Society of Civil Engineers gave the American 
infrastructure system a cumulative grade of D+ [ASCE 2013]. For some of the most critically 
failing structures, reconstruction is the only option. However, in many cases, repair and 
rehabilitation are more economically viable. In addition to the financial costs of infrastructure 
redevelopment, we must also consider the environmental impact. Cement production accounts 
for approximately 5% of global anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions [World Energy Council 
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1995], so the externalities of complete reconstruction using new cementitious materials cannot 
be ignored. Engineers should focus on economically, environmentally, and socially sustainable 
repair methods in order to solve systemic infrastructure challenges in the decades to come.  
 Conventional concrete repair materials such as injectable epoxy, fiber-reinforced polymer 
wraps, and even cementitious mortars tend to have high embodied energy and associated carbon 
dioxide emissions. In the literature, researchers have assessed the capabilities of alternative 
repair techniques inspired by natural, biological processes to improve the sustainability of 
concrete repairs [DeMuynck et al. 2010]. Microbially-induced calcium carbonate precipitation 
(MICP) offers a potentially carbon-negative repair, considering the carbon dioxide sequestered 
during precipitation and the emissions prevented by avoiding reconstruction. This technique also 
provides the benefits of portability if water, calcium, and urea are sourced near the repair site. 
Regardless, individual repair projects must be run through a life-cycle analysis to quantify the 
sustainability of this method.  
 Recent projects in the area of soil stabilization have utilized MICP in compacted sand, as 
the technique is known to increase the shear strength of sandy soils [Lin et al. 2014]. Several 
researchers have successfully filled or sealed cracks in cementitious materials using MICP in 
order to prevent ingress of damaging chemicals and water [Stuckrath et al. 2014, Van Tittelboom 
et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2012, Wiktor and Jonkers 2011]. These studies often quantify crack 
“healing” by visual inspection of crack widths. However, few have truly investigated the 
mechanical healing capabilities of MICP in cementitious composites by non-destructive or 
destructive testing [Abo-El-Enein et al. 2012, Sierra-Beltran et al. 2014].  
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1.2 Research objectives 
 In anticipation of future efforts to produce a structural repair product based on MICP, the 
main objective of this dissertation is to develop test methods which can quantify whether the 
mechanical bond strength between cementitious materials and MICP can compete with that of a 
conventional repair material. With this goal in mind, the research conducted herein attempts to 
isolate and examine the bond between MICP and cementitious materials on the laboratory scale, 
using mortar beam tests, and more fundamentally at the nanoscale, using nanoscratch tests. A 
commercially available epoxy provides benchmarks for comparison at both scales. On the 
nanoscale, a simplified material system will first ensure that nanoscratch tests can produce 
meaningful results for porous, discretely crystalline coatings such as MICP repairs. A novel 
analysis method utilizing moving average slope of the probe position and moving average 
standard deviation of the coefficient of friction will help to objectify nanoscratch critical load 
analysis. 
1.3 Organization of the document 
 The layout of this dissertation is driven by three key material types, namely epoxy, soda-
lime glass corrosion products, and calcium carbonate from MICP, and two key test methods 
involving notched beams or nanoscratches. Chapter 2 opens with a literature review of MICP 
principles, options for laboratory-scale testing, and scratch test principles and mechanics. 
Chapter 3 describes the experimental methods used throughout the study and presents a variety 
of short experiments performed to determine specimen dimensions, cuing conditions, test 
protocols, and other controlled variables that remained fixed for the rest of the experiments.  
Chapters 4 to 6 discuss results from the principal experiments of this dissertation, 
arranged in order of increasing material system complexity with regard to scratch testing. 
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Chapter 4 starts by discussing laboratory scale tests of epoxy repairs. After that, nanoscale tests 
results are discussed for an entirely homogeneous, contiguous substrate and coating system of 
epoxy on soda-lime glass. Then, porosity and heterogeneity are introduced into the substrate by 
scratching epoxy on cement paste and limestone. In Chapter 5, a porous, discretely crystalline 
coating over a smooth, homogeneous substrate is tested by nanoscratching to check the 
feasibility of scratch tests for more complicated coatings. Chapter 6 goes on to report laboratory 
scale test results, followed by results from nanoscratch tests on the most complex material 
system, MICP repairs on cementitious materials. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn 
from the observations in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, the MICP results are put into perspective 
relative to epoxy, and potential future directions from this work are offered. At the end of the 
document, Appendix A lists the over 500 lines of MATLAB code written to analyze the large 
quantities of mechanical test data generated for this dissertation. Appendix B reports the results 
of a preliminary mentoring project performed to determine the feasibility of the laboratory scale 
test methods.   
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Microbially induced calcium carbonate precipitation 
 Researchers around the world have recently publicized microbially-induced calcium 
carbonate precipitation (MICP), also known as biomineralization or biodeposition, as a 
potentially sustainable technique for repairing cementitious construction materials. DeMuynck 
and co-authors have provided an outstanding review of MICP principles and history [DeMunck 
et al. 2010], which is abridged in a recent RILEM state-of-the-art report [de Rooij et al. 2013]. In 
summary, successful MICP within concrete relies upon urease activity, in which bacteria 
hydrolyze urea and increase the pH in their local environment. In the presence of dissolved 
atmospheric carbon dioxide and excess calcium, which are abundant in concrete pore solution, 
the locally high pH will encourage calcium carbonate precipitation. The chemical equations 
describing MICP can thus be divided into three steps of ureolysis (Equations 2.1 and 2.2), 
dissolution (Equations 2.3 and 2.4), and precipitation (Equation 2.5): 
 CO(NH2)2 + H2O → NH2COOH + NH3 (Eq. 2.1) 
 NH2COOH + H2O →  NH3 + H2CO3 (Eq. 2.2) 
 NH3 + H2O ↔ NH4
+ + OH− (Eq. 2.3) 
 H2CO3 ↔ 2H
+ + CO3
2−
 (Eq. 2.4) 
 Ca2+ + CO3
2− ↔ CaCO3. (Eq. 2.5) 
Sustainable maintenance and repair can help extend the lifespan of a structure while 
minimizing its embodied energy and carbon footprint. Depending on the production processes of 
starter cultures and nutrients, the microbial conversion of carbonic acid to solid carbonate repair 
materials may even provide a carbon-neutral or carbon-offsetting alternative to reconstruction. 
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However, life-cycle analyses of individual repair projects are required to quantify sustainability 
and confirm that MICP offers a benefit. Other advantages of MICP over conventional repair 
methods vary based on the application. Since the fundamental chemistry of MICP requires only a 
few water-soluble ingredients, remote installations or mobile repair units may need only to 
transport small quantities of bacteria and concentrated nutrients, and then utilize locally-sourced 
water for the repair. Under certain conditions, MICP may rapidly produce a substantial quantity 
of calcium carbonate for large-scale repairs [Van Tittelboom et al. 2010]. In addition, some 
researchers are now investigating virgin self-healing concretes containing bacteria and nutrients 
for autonomic MICP repairs [Wang et al. 2012, Wiktor and Jonkers 2011].  
Most of the research published in this area has focused on either filling or sealing cracks 
to prevent chemical and water ingress, which can degrade hydrated cement or corrode steel 
reinforcement [Jonkers 2010]. As a result of positive outcomes in these projects, MICP is now 
generally considered a viable repair technology, though still in the developmental stages. One of 
the key challenges facing the advancement of MICP is the potential for crack healing which 
could recover the mechanical properties of a damaged structure. Unpublished work by the 
Mondal research group at the University of Illinois has indirectly measured the bond between 
carbonate deposits and hydrated cement paste via flexural strength recovery or resonant 
frequency recovery (Appendix B), which is related to overall stiffness. However, it would serve 
future development of the MICP technique to examine the fundamental mechanics of this bond 
by more direct and precise measurements, as few researchers have studied the mechanical 
healing capabilities of MICP in cementitious materials [Abo-El-Enein et al. 2012, Sierra-Beltran 
et al. 2014].  
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2.2 Laboratory scale repair characterization 
Cementitious material scientists and engineers generally agree that the bond strength 
between hydrated cement and aggregates, steel reinforcement, repair materials, or other 
inclusions such as fibers is one of the most important factors affecting overall concrete 
mechanical behavior. Experiments intending to test interfacial bond strength typically infer it 
from laboratory scale tests, such as notched beam bending [Jenq and Shah 1985, Bažant and 
Planas 1997, Li and Mobasher 1998], single-fiber pull-out [Hamoush et al. 2010], or beam-end 
pullout [ASTM A944]. Unfortunately, these and other similar methods can fail to properly 
isolate the relevant interfaces for precise characterization, while methods to directly measure 
adhesive or cohesive bonding at the nano- to microscale are often overlooked.  
This dissertation intends to characterize healing on the laboratory scale, so it would be 
advantageous to non-destructively monitor specimen properties throughout treatment, rather than 
construct and treat additional specimens to test at various treatment times. One of the most 
common non-destructive tests of mechanical properties is the ASTM C215 resonant frequency 
(RF) test. This test is designed to measure the fundamental RF, a parameter that is strongly 
correlated with specimen stiffness. The end goal of the standardized test is to calculate dynamic 
Young’s modulus, E, which depends on the RF, mass, length, L, width, b, and height, t, of a 
specimen, as well as a correction factor, T, involving Poisson’s ratio, according to 
 
Dynamic 𝐸 =  0.9464
𝐿3𝑇
𝑏𝑡3
(mass)(RF)2. 
(Eq. 2.6) 
Note that Equation 2.6 is only appropriate for prismatic beams undergoing flexural excitation 
and measurement. However, for dimensionally and materially similar specimens, there is no 
need to calculate out the dynamic modulus in order to infer stiffening due to crack repairs from 
RF, as seen in the literature [Yang et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2011, Jacobsen and Sellevold 1996].  
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While non-destructive testing conserves resources and precisely measures stiffness, 
breaking specimens can more accurately determine their strengths and other mechanical 
properties. Two relevant, destructive test standards designed for measuring repair materials were 
identified. The ASTM C1583 pull-off test isolates the bond strength of repairs in direct tension, 
but it is subject to a dynamic cross-section and stress concentrations caused by voids and cracks. 
A few direct shear ASTM test methods are available, but the complex strain states of quasi-
brittle cementitious composites near failure complicate the loading geometries and data analysis.  
Placing an interface on a steep angle in compression is a simpler way to apply shear 
loads. Measurement of repair material shear bond strength is standardized in the ASTM C882 
slant-shear test, which convolves a compressive stress state with the shear failure of a repair 
material. As a result, bond strength results from slant shear tests may depend on substrate surface 
roughness and repair material penetration into a porous substrate, such as mortar and concrete. In 
this dissertation, the slant shear test is used to provide a standardized benchmark, but additional 
tests are performed on notched beams to gain better control over the stress field applied to cracks 
and repair materials.  
Several laboratory scale tests are available for beam specimens which are first pre-
cracked, then tested again after treatment. Flexural strength bending tests have the benefit of 
simplicity, but their low precision may not capture slight differences in MICP adhesion. The size 
effect law [Bažant and Planas 1997] requires a large number of specimens, which may become 
prohibitive due to the resources required for bacterial growth studies. The two parameter fracture 
model (TPFM) of Jenq and Shah [1985] provides the elastic modulus, critical stress intensity 
factor, and critical crack tip opening displacement after measuring the loading and unloading 
compliances at 95% of the maximum load. Unfortunately, as this model is based on linear elastic 
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fracture mechanics, it is imperative to know precisely the crack or notch length at the beginning 
of the test. An unknown amount of crack healing will invalidate the results due to the decrease in 
crack length between the end of the pre-cracking test and beginning of the post-treatment test. 
Comparative, semi-quantitative results within this experiment which assumes the initial crack 
length for the post-treatment test analysis may remain viable. 
An alternative to the TPFM method, written by Ferrara and co-authors [2014], utilizes 
healing indices to quantify the mechanical property recovery provided by crystalline concrete 
repair materials in admixture form, rather than by topical application. Specimens are first pre-
cracked, then treated for a chosen time period, and finally tested to failure. The index of load 
recovery (ILR) compares the strength of a specimen before cracking and after healing with the 
pre-crack unloading stress as a basis. The index of damage recovery (IDR) compares the loading 
stiffness prior to cracking and after healing with the post-cracked unloading stiffness as a basis. 
There is also an index of crack healing (ICH), which describes an effective amount of crack 
mouth closing achieved by the treatment. This method circumvents the problem of varying the 
initial crack length between the pre-crack and post-healing tests in the TPFM analysis.  
2.3 Origins of nanoindentation and nanoscratch 
Laboratory scale testing can miss small details about the mechanical properties of 
interfaces or minor components of composite materials since bulk properties often dominate. 
Nanomechanical characterization can better isolate the components of a composite for direct 
testing, but the data analysis is complicated due to unknown amounts of plasticity and elasticity 
of the displacements of the material under the probe. Oliver and Pharr [1992] summarized a 
simple, reliable technique based in Hertzian contact mechanics which develops a contact area 
function against indentation contact depth to account for non-ideal behavior. The effects of real, 
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non-rigid probes can be corrected by mathematically reducing the modulus (Er) of the tested 
material, which requires the Poisson’s ratio, ν, and Young’s modulus, E, of the specimen (1) and 
indenter (2), such that 
 1
𝐸𝑟
=
1 − 𝜈1
2
E1
+
1 − 𝜈2
2
E2
. 
(Eq. 2.7) 
The unloading stiffness of indentation tests, S = dP/dh, is related to this reduced modulus, Er, 
and the probe contact area, A, in the form of Equation 2.8 when using a spherical probe:  
 
𝑆 =
𝑑𝑃
𝑑ℎ
=
2
√𝜋
𝐸𝑟√𝐴. 
(Eq. 2.8) 
Finally, the contact area, A, is modeled considering the load frame and specimen as springs in 
series, with compliance constants C for the total system, Cf for the load frame, and Cs for the 
specimen: 
 𝐶 = 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑠, and (Eq. 2.9) 
 𝐴 =
𝜋
4𝐸𝑟2(𝐶 − 𝐶𝑓)
2. 
(Eq. 2.10) 
Useful models of area function are iteratively fitted to an empirical function of the contact depth, 
hc, with lower-order terms to correct departures from ideal behavior at small contact depths, as in 
 𝐴(ℎ𝑐) = 𝐶0ℎ𝑐
2 + 𝐶1ℎ𝑐
1 + 𝐶2ℎ𝑐
1/2
+ 𝐶3ℎ𝑐
1/4
…, (Eq. 2.11) 
where C0, C1, … are arbitrary compliance constants. Calibration data from indents on standard 
samples with isotropic, consistent hardness, such as quartz or sapphire, are used to develop the 
empirical area function of a given probe. It is then possible to correctly calculate indentation 
hardness, H, at any contact depth, considering only the elastic recovery during unloading from a 
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maximum normal load applied by the probe, Pmax:  
 
𝐻 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐴(ℎ𝑐)
. 
(Eq. 2.12) 
The bulk of the early literature that reports using scratch tests to investigate bond strength 
between hard coatings and substrates stems from development of titanium nitride and diamond-
like carbon coatings on hard disk drive platters in the late 1980s and early 1990s [Bull 1991]. 
More recently, researchers have applied similar techniques to paints and other polymeric 
coatings on steel, thermally-induced oxide layers, and protective coatings on optical glass [Bull 
and Berasetegui 2006]. The vast majority of work in coating characterization studies thin, 
smooth, contiguous, and often amorphous coatings on smooth, homogeneous substrates. A MICP 
repair is a rough, crystalline coating of variable thickness on a rough, heterogeneous substrate. 
Therefore, we will need to examine the literature with close attention to the assumptions of 
mechanical models and finite element analyses. 
 Bull and Berasetegui [2006] offer a list of four experimental requirements for successful, 
truly quantitative measurement of coating-substrate adhesion strength during a scratch test. Most 
importantly, the failure must occur at the interface in an adhesive mode, rather than cohesively 
by through-thickness cracking, wide-area spallation, chipping within the coating, or chipping 
within the substrate. The adhesive failure must follow a well-defined, consistent mechanism, 
such as buckling or wedge spallation. Researchers must have a method to positively identify 
adhesion failure and determine its size and location, such as microscopy, acoustic emission, or 
friction analysis. Finally, there should be a method for determining which stresses cause the 
failure, such as finite element analysis. Bull and Berasetegui stated that, at the time, such models 
were underdeveloped due to the high complexity of stress states in the vicinity of a moving 
indenter and the degree of plastic damage. However, recent studies utilizing the ABAQUS 
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[Chatterjee et al. 2010, Lee and Polycarpou 2006] or Marc [Sekiguchi and Koike 2007] finite 
element suites have modeled nanoscratch adhesion tests with good agreement between the model 
and experimental data.  
 Beyond the four requirements above, there remain a number of intrinsic and extrinsic 
variables that influence the critical vertical indenter load at which adhesion failure occurs 
[Steinmann et al. 1987]. Indenter tip radius and wear, substrate surface roughness, and coating 
thickness all directly affect the stress applied to the coating-substrate interface. Substrate and 
coating material parameters, such as hardness, elastic modulus, and residual stress, combined 
with the dynamic effects of scratch velocity and loading rate, can also impact scratch test results 
[Bull and Berasetegui 2006]. However, in some cases, variables such as coating depth [Beake et 
al. 2006] or scratch velocity [Chatterjee et al. 2008] may not significantly affect the measured 
critical loads. 
Considering the high potential for error and difficulty of modeling the mechanics of 
plastic damage, adhesion scratch tests are usually performed semi-quantitatively. This type of 
test is most useful for comparing similar coatings on the same substrate using the same 
instrument or for quality control in an industrial setting. For the purposes of materials 
engineering, comparative, semi-quantitative results may provide valuable information regardless 
of the absolute error in the measurements. Therefore, it may be possible to employ the scratch 
test as a technique for evaluating the adhesion strengths of similar, yet substantially different 
coatings and substrates with challenging properties like porosity and heterogeneity. Adequate 
replicates are necessary in order to produce statistically relevant results.  
Despite the potential for inconsistency across and within tests, Bull [1991] classified 
scratch test failure modes into just two main groups: ductile and brittle. Bull found it simpler to 
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identify the critical loads of brittle failures, especially when comparing scratch traces with 
acoustic emission data. Peaks of lateral force or coefficient of friction (COF), defined as the 
lateral force divided by the vertical force, in the recovery spallation or spallation/bucking modes 
of brittle adhesive failure tend to correlate well with acoustic emission peaks [Steinmann et al. 
1987]. However, microscopic verification of the failure mode and location is still required since 
not all brittle modes result from adhesion failure. 
2.4 Nanoscratch quantification 
2.4.1 Critical stress approach 
One of the keys to encouraging a desirable scratch failure mode is striking a balance 
between the coating thickness, indenter radius, and stresses in the coating and substrate. 
Analytical solutions rooted in Hertzian contact mechanics exist for the contact pressure and shear 
stress field of a spherical indenter sliding along a half-space. These equations, presented below, 
can help quantify the shear strength of a bulk material or nanoscale coating using measured 
critical loads from a scratch test [Lee and Polycarpou 2006]. However, for the characterization of 
interfaces, researchers should also consider the bending stress in the coating and the extent of 
damage on the sides of the indenter during brittle adhesive failure. Xie and Hawthorne [2002] 
determined that a larger radius indenter can serve to reduce the bending stress field and improve 
the accuracy of models which depend on the compressive stress field. Further improvements in 
model accuracy and test repeatability are possible if the peak shear stress is located at the depth 
of the interface in order to encourage an adhesive failure mode [Boddaert et al. 2012].  
The radius of the probe contact circle, a, is calculated using the load, P, probe radius, R, 
and reduced modulus of the indenter-specimen system, Er: 
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𝑎3 =
3𝑃𝑅
4𝐸𝑟
. 
(Eq. 2.13) 
Then, the maximum contact pressure, Po, under a normal load of Pmax from a spherical indenter 
is calculable according to Hertzian contact mechanics:  
 
𝑃𝑜 =
3𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
2𝜋𝑎2
. 
(Eq. 2.14) 
Finally, the vertical position, z, and magnitude, τ, of the shear stress field are equated from basic 
stress analysis [Johnson 1987], according to  
 
𝜏 =
1
2
|𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝜃| =
1
2
|𝑃𝑜 {
−3
2 + 2 𝑧2 𝑎2⁄
+ (1 + 𝜈) [1 −
𝑧
𝑎
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1
𝑎
𝑧
]}|. 
(Eq. 2.15) 
If the coating fails with the maximum shear stress somewhere above or below the 
interface, then the true shear strength of the interface is likely somewhat lesser than the 
calculated maximum from the stress field, which tapers off with increasing or decreasing depth 
from the maximum point. One method for controlling the depth of the maximum shear stress is 
adjusting the probe radius. After analytically or iteratively determining that the maximum shear 
stress of 0.31Po is present at a depth of z = 0.48a for a material having a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 
[Boddaert et al. 2012], Equation 2.14 may be rearranged to relate the probe radius, R, to the 
critical pressure, Pc, and the depth of the maximum shear stress, z, such that 
 
𝑅 =
4𝑧3𝐸𝑟
3(0.48)3𝑃𝑐
. 
(Eq. 2.16) 
A probe can then be selected based on the coating depth and mechanical properties of the 
coating.  
For this analysis, Boddaert and co-authors assumed a homogeneous coating-substrate 
system since their coating and substrate elastic moduli were similar. In this manner, the reduced 
modulus considered only the properties of the probe and the surmised homogeneous specimen. 
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However, since the stress field from the probe typically engages both the coating and the 
substrate, the reduced modulus of a heterogeneous coating-substrate system may depend on 
indentation depth [Fabes and Oliver 1990]. Therefore, the reduced modulus formula may need to 
be modified for a heterogeneous material system by adding a third term to incorporate the 
indenter, coating, and substrate Poisson’s ratios and elastic moduli.  
2.4.2 Energy approach 
In addition to identifying a critical load and calculating a critical shear stress, another 
strategy for quantifying the scratch test is by the energy consumption during spallation. The 
simplest way to calculate this parameter is integrating the lateral force curve over the scratch 
distance, but a model to calculate specific adhesion energy could provide a material property 
comparable across specimen types and instruments. Laugier [1984] developed a model of the 
adhesion energy of ductile or brittle coatings removed by a sliding spherical indenter using the 
contact radius of Hertz (Equation 2.13), the stress analysis of Hamilton and Goodman [1966] 
(Equation 2.17), and the work required to satisfy the surface energy requirements of coating 
removal (Equation 2.18). Hamilton and Goodman analytically determined the lateral stress, σ, 
applied at the leading edge of a spherical indenter of radius a (Equation 2.13) sliding on a half-
space under a load P, where f is the coefficient of friction and ν1 is the Poisson’s ratio of the 
substrate (Equation 2.17): 
 
𝜎 =
𝑃
2𝜋𝑎2
[(4 + 𝜈1)
3𝜋𝑓
8
− (1 − 2𝜈1)]. 
(Eq. 2.17) 
For a coating of thickness h having Young’s modulus E, the work of adhesion, W, relates to the 
stress at the leading edge of the coating, σ, according to  
 
𝑊 =
𝜎2ℎ
2𝐸
. 
(Eq. 2.18) 
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This model neglects the energy required to elastically deform both the coating and substrate, and 
assumes an elastic strain state ahead of the indenter prior to failure. Departures from these 
assumptions may cause the result to represent an upper bound of adhesion energy [Boddaert et 
al. 2012]. 
2.5 Nanoscratch application 
2.5.1 Standardized tests 
Due to the high number of variables and measurable parameters discussed in the previous 
section, it is difficult to standardize the scratch test for all situations. Kutilek and Miksovsky 
[2011] reviewed eight international standards for various specimen types and loading systems. 
The ASTM standard most relevant to the research in this dissertation is C1624, “Adhesion 
Strength and Mechanical Failure Modes of Ceramic Coatings by Quantitative Single Point 
Scratch Testing,” which is nearly identical, in practice, to ISO 1071-3, “Test method for 
adhesion and other mechanical failure modes of thin advanced technical ceramics.” First 
approved in 2005 and reapproved in 2010, ASTM C1624 provides methods to determine the 
practical adhesion strength and failure mode of hard, thin coatings on brittle metals or ceramics 
at room temperature [ASTM C1624-10]. It is clearly noted, however, that the reported critical 
load quantity is not a material parameter, but instead a value useful for comparing different 
coatings with similar failure modes under similar test conditions. A Rockwell C indenter with a 
200 μm radius is used in the standard, so coating thickness should lie in the range of 0.1 to 30 
μm. Dozens of other variables are identified in the standard and recommendations are given 
regarding the priority of controlling them.  
 One option to consider when designing a standardized scratch test is the loading mode. 
The constant load (CL) mode requires multiple scratches at the same velocity, but differing 
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constant loads. The alternative is a progressive load (PL) mode in which load is linearly 
increased through a scratch test at a constant velocity. Advantages of the CL mode include 
improved identification of failure modes and less sensitivity to rough and heterogeneous 
coatings, but more specimen area is required and damage events may be missed between load 
increments. CL mode is suited to detailed studies of adhesion, uniformity assessments, or pass-
fail quality assurance. The PL mode is quicker and lacks gaps in the load spectrum, but statistical 
analysis of the data is restricted and some experimental control is lost due to changing multiple 
variables at once during a test. PL is useful when canvassing for failure events or performing 
durability studies. Considering these pros and cons, it may be prudent to run PL tests in order to 
identify which loads to use in CL tests, which will then produce the most useful data for an 
adhesion experiment. However, if critical loads are highly variable, it can be difficult to choose 
loads for CL tests, and a very large number of CL scratches would be required to achieve 
statistical relevance.  
 The outcome of a standardized scratch test is a critical load, Lc, at which a specific failure 
mode occurs. It is possible to identify and test for multiple Lc on a given specimen type, so 
researchers must identify the loads and failure modes precisely. For instance, a specimen may 
fail by forward tensile cracking at Lc1 = 7.7 N, conformal buckling with local spallation at Lc2 = 
9.7 N, and continuous perforation at Lc3 = 13.3 N [Kutilek and Miksovsky 2011]. Microscopic 
observation is required by ASTM C1624 to locate and classify failures, but lateral force and 
acoustic emission peaks should supplement those subjective findings, as shown by Kutilek and 
Miksovsky.  
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2.5.2 The problem of porous coatings 
 Unfortunately, for porous coatings, measurement of acoustic emission may not be 
feasible as pointed out by Jaworski and co-authors [2008], who utilized slope changes in the 
probe vertical position to corroborate evidence from microscopic scratch trace analysis. In 
addition, porous coatings may be non-uniform across the substrate, leading to high variability in 
failure modes and critical loads. Despite these challenges, many researchers have successfully 
identified a variety of failure modes and associated critical loads of porous coatings by analyzing 
a combination of lateral force or friction, probe vertical positon or slope, and images of scratch 
traces. 
In the medical field, calcium phosphate (CP) coatings can improve host tissue response to 
bone or cartilage implants. Wear and adhesion testing are highly relevant to joint replacements, 
where natural bone and cartilage bear on engineered coatings with extreme need for reliability 
against delamination. Two popular coating-substrate systems that are similar to what is tested in 
this dissertation are composed of either titanium or polycarbonate urethane (PCU) coated with 
CP. CP offers a crystalline, slightly porous example as opposed to the smooth, homogeneous, 
and amorphous coatings studied in the articles discussed above. 
While developing CP coating techniques, Wang and co-authors [2004] used the PL test 
mode on CP over titanium substrates and identified two critical loads under a stereomicroscope: 
The first crack of the coating and total delamination of the coating. They compared these loads 
across three coating types and found large differences of over 100% in Lc1, but very little 
difference in Lc2. The authors inferred that Lc1 was controlled primarily by crystal size and 
arrangement, while Lc2 was strongly influenced by coating thickness. Since the practical failure 
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mode of CP coatings in biological systems is cracking of the coating, which coincides with Lc1, 
the scratch test made a significant contribution to the thesis of the article.  
In a similar study, Clèries and co-authors [2000] also identified two critical loads with 
different failure behaviors for different types of coatings. The first critical load on the first 
coating is associated with an abrupt change in the behavior of friction force and flaking of the 
coating underneath the probe due to buckling-type adhesive failure. The second critical load, at 
which complete cohesive failure of the coating occurs and the substrate is visible, occurs shortly 
thereafter. For the second coating type, the first critical load, evident of chipping in the coating, 
is identifiable by microscopy, but does not have a marked change in friction associated with it. It 
is not until the second critical load, at much higher loads, that the coating fails completely away 
from the substrate and causes an increase in friction force.  
Forsgren and co-authors [2007] implemented another similar test, but with different 
analysis for their CP-on-titanium samples. They determined the critical load of coating 
detachment, and then calculated the mean contact pressure from Hertzian contact mechanics 
(Equation 2.14). They argued that the thin coating of CP was much smaller than the contact 
radius, and so could be neglected in the reduced modulus. The validity of this assumption 
remains questionable since the depth of the probe engagement may include a large fraction of the 
coating. Regardless, it was determined that the critical pressure was 2.4 ± 0.1 GPa, which 
compared favorably with the hardness of bone.  
 Barnes and co-authors [2012] also incorporated both critical load and Hertzian analyses, 
but on CP-on-PCU samples, which are distinctive in the scratch test literature in that they 
provide a soft, ductile substrate with a hard, brittle coating. They determined, by 
microindentation, that the PCU substrate dominates the CP-PCU sample material properties, and 
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so calculated the reduced modulus using only the indenter and PCU properties. Two critical 
loads were defined at cracking and complete removal of the coating during CL tests on samples 
of different ages and subjected to different heat treatments. While most samples totally failed at 
between 11-15 MPa, the authors identified an optimum range of heat treatment temperature and 
aging duration for the coating. The second critical contact pressure found here matched well with 
another previously published study of CP-on-titanium [Pichugin et al. 2008]. 
2.6 Model system: Soda-lime glass corrosion products 
 In addition to the porous, discretely crystalline MICP coating studied in this dissertation, 
cementitious materials provide a porous and heterogeneous substrate, adding to the complexity 
of the scratched material system. A model porous coating which is relatively simple to 
synthesize and exhibits two different bond strengths on a smooth, contiguous substrate, but has 
very few other dissimilarities, would aid the development of scratch test protocols in this 
dissertation and provide experience working with the analysis methods.  
Recent work which was intended to characterize the dissolution of silicate glass in 
corrosive environments, as it occurs in the alkali-silica reaction, has developed two types of 
calcium-silicate-hydrate (C–S–H) coatings on soda-lime glass [Maraghechi et al. 2014b]. The 
coated specimens are produced by immersing soda-lime glass (SLG) microscope slides into a pH 
14 sodium hydroxide solution at 60 °C for 7 days or fewer. The calcium and silicon leach out 
from the glass to produce a protective C–S–H coating on the surface that is easily smeared away. 
If, instead, excess calcium is present in the solution by saturation with Ca(OH)2, the 
calcium/silicon ratio of the C–S–H corrosion product increases and its bond to the glass substrate 
strengthens significantly, to the point that the corrosion products must be scraped away with a 
sharp blade. 
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 Corrosion products of the alkali-silica reaction are well-represented in the literature going 
back several decades and are already well-understood on the microstructural level [Maraghechi 
2014a, Oka et al. 1979]. Empirically, the adhesion is vastly different between coatings produced 
by plain NaOH solution or calcium-saturated NaOH solution [Maraghechi 2014], so this model 
material system ought to exemplify the differences in scratch test results for porous coatings with 
noticeably different adhesion characteristics.  
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3.1 Laboratory-scale tests  
 It is important to study mechanical properties with established, repeatable test methods 
on the laboratory scale in order to produce comprehensible results that most readers can readily 
comprehend. To this end, ASTM standardized instruments and methods are often available to 
test a hypothesis and produce relevant results. Unfortunately, many of the common laboratory-
scale mechanical bonding tests fail to truly isolate interfacial bonds in tensile or shear loading, as 
most tests study bulk specimens or suffer from stress concentration during the elastic-plastic 
failure transition. Despite this challenge, we may use results from a variety of tests to infer what 
is happening at interfaces on a smaller scale.  
3.1.1 ASTM C882 Slant shear test 
 First, we examine a simple, standardized test for determining repair material bond 
strength. The ASTM standardized slant shear test calls for 3x6-in. mortar half-cylinders with 
either a cast or sawed face at 30° to the vertical, which provides exactly twice as much repair 
surface area as the cylinder base area. Bond strength is calculated by dividing the maximum load 
during the test by the repair surface area.  
In this experiment, half-cylinder blanks were first constructed from 2x4-in. (50x100 mm, 
nominally) mortar cylinders having a 0.42:1:2.0 water:cement:sand ratio and nominal maximum 
aggregate size of 3/64 in. (1.19 mm) (#16 standard sieve). The cylinders were cured for 3 days, 
sawed on a 30° angle, and then coated with epoxy on the sawed face (Figure 3.1). The epoxy was 
finished with 400 grit sandpaper to provide a relatively smooth casting surface. Cement paste 
(0.42 water/cement ratio) was cast on top of the blanks in an oiled cylinder mold to produce half-
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cylinders for testing. Upon demolding at 24 hours of age, the inclined faces were roughly ground 
flat using 280 grit sandpaper, the half-cylinders were cured for 6 more days in lime-saturated 
water, and then the inclined faces were finished with 400 and 600 grit sandpaper. After air-
drying for one hour, the half-cylinders were joined together using the desired treatment of epoxy 
or inoculated nutrient media. Since multiple failure events may occur, such as cohesive epoxy 
failure, adhesive epoxy failure, and cohesive cement paste failure, testing was performed on an 
Instron 4483 load frame to capture load-displacement curves in addition to the maximum load.  
 
Figure 3.1. Slant shear blanks coated with mixed epoxy.  
3.1.2 Notched beam tests 
 Cracked and healed notched beams in mode I loading provide a more direct, tensile load 
at the interfaces of base and repair materials. However, the entire beam experiences the applied 
stress field across the span, so results may still be affected by bulk properties. Also, repaired 
beams may fail cohesively through the bulk material or repair material, as opposed to adhesively 
at the interface (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2. Progression of three-point bending beam tests.  
Several widely-accepted methods are available to test notched beams. In this study, three-
point bending with CMOD rate control was used to test initial beam properties, create damage in 
a controlled manner, and again test beam properties following treatment to measure crack 
healing (Figure 3.2). Flexural strength recovery may not provide a complete representation of the 
mechanical response to crack healing, so the more sophisticated analysis methods of the Two 
Parameter Fracture Model [Jenq and Shah 1985] and calculated indices of healing [Ferrara et al. 
2014] are used to report information about stiffness and toughness, as well. Throughout the 
treatment period, impact echo tests non-destructively monitored beam resonant frequency, a 
parameter which is affected by bulk stiffness.  
 Initial experiments on notched beams focused on reducing the broad parameter space of 
MICP treatments by setting several experimental controls, such as the mortar mixture design and 
protocol, beam size, extent of applied damage, treatment time length, treatment protocol, relative 
humidity of treatment chambers, and testing protocols. Final details about the components of the 
nutrient media and other treatment fluids used during specimen preparation are provided later, in 
Section 6.1.2 [Zhang et al. submitted].  
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During a preliminary feasibility study, cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs 
provided by Bin Zhang depicted a film-like MICP deposit within notches in mortar beams that 
were submerged in inoculated nutrient media (Figure 3.3). Due to the extensive resources 
required to regularly exchange nutrient media for submerged beams, and the possibility of 
enhanced atmospheric oxygen supply for the bacteria, it was decided to apply small amounts of 
treatment fluids using a disposable pipette, instead. Ultimately, the key independent variables 
identified for this experiment are the treatment temperature and whether external calcium ions 
are supplied within the treatment fluid. A matrix of treatment types for all beam sample sets 
studied in this dissertation is provided in Table 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.3. MICP product (light color, center) deposited along the surface of a sawcut notch (top) 
in a Portland cement mortar (bottom) beam. 
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Table 3.1. Experimental matrix of beam tests. 
Name Treatment Type CaCl2? Bacteria? Temp. (C ) 
No Crack no crack     25 
Autogenous no treatment     25 
Media media     25 
w/Bacteria media   X 25 
Media+Ca media X   25 
w/Bacteria+Ca media X X 25 
Media+Ca+30C media X   30 
w/Bacteria+Ca+30C media X X 30 
Epoxy epoxy     25 
DI Water water     25 
CaCl2 Water water X   25 
Heat Cured CaCl2 water X   25 
 
 Type I/II Portland cement used throughout this project was sourced from Essroc (Speed, 
IN) and was periodically checked for atmospheric hydration using isothermal calorimetry. 
Natural river sand was sourced from Vulcan Materials Company (Kankakee, IL) and sieved to 
meet ASTM C778 gradation specifications. The mortar mixture was designed volumetrically 
with water correction, following a battery of tests to determine the specific gravity, moisture 
condition, and absorption capacity of the graded sand. The mixing procedures of ASTM C305 
were followed. After a few trial batches, a water:cement:sand ratio of 0.42:1:2 was selected 
based on flow table tests and empirical workability.  
To avoid accidental failure of the heavily damaged beams during the treatment period, a 
small quantity of MicroFiber monofilament polypropylene fiber from Grace Construction 
Products (Columbia, MD) was added to the mix. Fibers were pre-mixed with the mixing water 
and half of the sand in order to aid dispersion. Additions of 0.05%, 0.02%, and 0.01% by volume 
were attempted. The 0.01% by volume addition was capable of withstanding at least 500 μm of 
CMOD before failure, which is over 5 times the chosen experimental damage level, so this 
smallest amount was selected to minimize the effects of fibers on overall mechanical properties.  
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Beams were cast in two lifts with 25 tamps per lift in 2x2x7.75-in. (50x50x200 mm, 
nominally) molds. Larger beams would require significant resources to construct, store, treat, and 
test, while beams with smaller, 1x1-in. (25x25 mm, nominally) cross-sections exhibited weak 
signals during impact echo tests.  
Finally, all beams were cured in a moist curing room for 7 days prior to sawing of the 
notch and commencement of treatment and testing protocols.  A thin, 0.012x4-in. (0.3x100 mm, 
nominally) blade was used for sawing in order to minimize the effect of notch width on fracture 
parameters. A gusseted steel jig was designed and built to minimize the degrees of freedom of 
the beam during sawing and ensure consistent notch depth and orientation (Figure 3.4). Actual 
beam dimensions, including notch depth, were recorded to the nearest 0.01 in. (0.25 mm) and 
used for analysis, as it was determined that nominal dimensions could introduce significant error 
to the calculated mechanical test results.  
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Figure 3.4. Notch cutting jig and saw apparatus.  
 
3.1.3 ASTM C215 Resonant frequency 
As discussed in the literature review and shown in the preliminary work in Appendix B, 
resonant frequency (RF) measurements are capable of characterizing stiffening by healing for 
materially and dimensionally similar specimens, without the need to carry out dynamic modulus 
calculations. In this experiment, the impact resonance method of the ASTM standard was 
followed closely. Using MATLAB code (beamfreq.m, Appendix A.1), a fast Fourier transform 
was performed on a 100 ms voltage signal from an accelerometer, which resulted in a spectral 
line spacing of 10 Hz. Measurements were taken as the mean of the fundamental resonant 
frequency of 5 consecutive impactor strikes per beam. An example of transverse excitation 
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frequency-domain signals through the life cycle of a notched, cracked, and healed beam is 
provided in Figure 3.5. RF recovery was calculated per individual beam as 
RF recovery =
RFmeasured
RFpost−notch,7 days old
× 100%. Eq. 3.1 
RF recovery results from all specimens in each sample set were aggregated and reported as 
means with standard deviation.   
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(a)  (b) 
(c)   (d) 
(e)   (f) 
(g) (h) 
Figure 3.5. Example progression of frequency-domain response to transverse excitation at the 
following time points: Post-notch (a), post-crack (b), day 2 of treatment (c), day 6 (d), day 10 (e), 
day 17 (f), day 22 (g), and day 28 of treatment (h). 
 
A few additional variables should be controlled in order to produce useful results from 
RF tests, so several preliminary experiments were performed to select parameters for the 
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principal beam experiments of this dissertation. First, the possible excitation modes were 
examined (Figure 3.6). Due to the small size and high aspect ratio of the beams in this study, 
longitudinal excitation did not provide a reliable signal with a clear fundamental resonance 
(Figure 3.7), so it was omitted from the analysis. The effect of notch orientation was studied next 
using transverse and torsional excitation modes (Figure 3.8). This preliminary test was 
performed on 1x1x5-in. (25x25x125 mm, nominally) beams, before it was decided to use larger 
beams for the main study. The results indicate the strongest RF responses to notching (PN) and 
cracking (PC) when the notch face is oriented upward for transverse excitation (Tr-U) and 
oriented away from the instrument user under torsional excitation (To-A), as depicted in 
Figure 3.8.  
   
Figure 3.6. Photographs of excitation modes described in ASTM C215: Transverse (left), 
torsional (right, top), and longitudinal (right, bottom). 
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Figure 3.7. Example longitudinal excitation frequency-domain signal.  
 
 
Figure 3.8. RF recovery from pristine for post-notch (PN) and post-crack (PC) conditions under 
transverse (Tr) and torsional (To) excitation with the notch facing up (U) and away (A) from the 
instrument user. 
 
 Next, the smaller 1x1x5-in. (25x25x125 mm, nominally) beams were run through a 
drying experiment in order to check the effect of beam moisture condition on the variability of 
the test (Figure 3.9). During the experiment studying notch orientation, approximately 180 
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minutes passed between the PN and PC RF tests while the beams were exposed to laboratory 
conditions. These beams were then re-wet (RW) in a moist curing room for 24 hours before 
being tested again, and exhibited a significant increase of RF to nearly the levels of post-notch 
beams. Having observed a significant change in the measured RF due to moisture condition for 
both transverse and torsional excitations, a new set of beams was notched, but not cracked, and 
allowed to air-dry over the course of 180 minutes. RF tests were performed periodically during 
air drying to show that after about 60 minutes of air drying, the measured RF begins to drop. In 
addition, the standard deviation of measurements significantly increases after 120 minutes of air 
drying.  
 
Figure 3.9. RF recovery from pristine condition for notched, cracked, and re-wet beams, and for 
notched beams allowed to air dry for 180 minutes.   
 
 Considering the importance of beam moisture condition for RF testing, a decision had to 
be made to standardize the curing condition of the beams during treatment. The moist curing 
room provides ideal conditions of 100%RH, but the logistics of treating beams with bacteria in a 
shared moist curing room would overcomplicate this method. On the other hand, we have 
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observed that laboratory conditions introduce high variability to RF results. Therefore, it was 
determined that a closed box with a wet towel (BWWT) inside could provide both the desired 
conditions and a logistically feasible storage and containment solution. In order to compare the 
relative humidity of BWWTs with the other options, iButtons were placed in laboratory 
conditions, an empty box in the laboratory, a BWWT, and the moist curing room. From the 
results in Figure 3.10, we observe that the wet towel is capable of maintaining an environment of 
nearly 100%RH in the box, so BWWTs were chosen as the treatment condition for the remainder 
of experiments, following the initial 7-day curing period in the moist curing room for all beams.  
 
Figure 3.10. Relative humidity of various curing conditions as measured by iButtons. 
 After the relative humidity was decided, the relative effect of notch and crack on the 
larger, 2x2x7.75-in. (50x50x200 mm, nominally) beams was examined to check the resolution of 
the RF test, since the difference between RF measurements between PN and RW was small in 
Figure 3.9. If we observe little difference between post-notch and post-crack RF in this simple, 
controlled test with the widest expected difference in RF, then the RF test would not provide 
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useful information about crack healing. On the contrary, the results in Figure 3.11 show a large 
RF drop of around 30% between notching and cracking, so it seems the larger beam size is 
critical for achieving acceptable resolution in the RF test. Unfortunately, for this larger beam 
size, the torsional excitation signals did not always provide distinct resonance modes, and in later 
tests, the torsional resonance did not recover for all beams at the same treatment times. 
Therefore, only transverse excitation was used in later experiments, as it typically provided a 
clean, reliable signal with low variability. 
 
Figure 3.11. Effect of notch and crack on RF percent change from a pristine beam. 
 
 With most of the controlled variables examined and fixed, another small experiment was 
performed to determine the extent of damage and the treatment time length for the final beam 
experiments. RF results drove most of the decision making at this early stage of the study. 
Applied damage levels of 125, 90, and 60 μm of CMOD (Figure 3.12) were treated using 
inoculated nutrient media as the treatment fluid in an attempt to generate MICP in the cracks (see 
more details about the treatment protocol in Section 6.2.1). As reported in Figure 3.13, the RF 
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recovery of beams cracked to 125 μm of CMOD took much longer to approach 100%, plus the 
standard deviation of measurements was much greater, than beams cracked to 90 or 60 μm of 
CMOD. Due to time constraints, a damage level of 125 μm of CMOD was not considered, but 
90μm of CMOD offered slightly better resolution of RF recovery than 60 μm of CMOD due to 
the marginally longer time to approach 100%. While nearly 100% RF recovery was reached 
within just 10 days for the lesser damage levels, a treatment time of 28 days was ultimately 
chosen to allow more time for MICP production.  
 
Figure 3.12. Visible crack in a beam under three point bending load at 125 μm of CMOD.  
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Figure 3.13. RF recovery of beams cracked to 125, 90, and 60 μm of CMOD and treated with 
inoculated nutrient media. 
 
 After running a few sample sets, an odd effect was observed that may have indicated that 
the RF test was actually destructively testing the beams. When testing beams early in their 
treatment time, over the course of 5 consecutive strikes on a beam, the measured RF would 
decrease by as much as 5%. To determine whether this was either evidence of permanent damage 
or simply an artifact of the slow dynamics of the RF test [Somaratna 2014], beams initially tested 
at 6 days of treatment time were allowed to rest for 1 or 2 hours in a BWWT, and then measured 
again in the same way. Results shown in Figure 3.14 from the 1 hour waiting period for beam 
identifiers A, C, and E, and in Figure 3.15 from the 2 hour waiting period for beam identifiers B, 
D, and F, indicate that the beams do recover from the RF of the fifth initial strike in a short 
period of time, again exhibiting the behavior of losing RF with subsequent strikes. The beams 
are not expected to mechanically recover as much as 5% RF in just 1 hour, so the observed 
behavior is likely the result of the complex slow dynamics of the RF test. Further investigation of 
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this effect could provide interesting results, but such a study is outside the scope of this 
dissertation.  
 
Figure 3.14. Resonant frequency of beams at 6 days of treatment time for the initial 5 subsequent 
strikes of an RF test (solid lines) and after 1 hour at rest in a BWWT (dashed lines). 
 
  
Figure 3.15. Resonant frequency of beams at 6 days of treatment time for the initial 5 subsequent 
strikes of an RF test (solid lines) and after 2 hours at rest in a BWWT (dashed lines). 
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3.1.4 Mechanical test protocol 
 Beam mechanical testing was performed on an Instron 4483 load frame over a 178 mm 
(7 in., nominally) span in three-point bending. A clip gauge with 10 mm gauge length (2670-116, 
Instron, Norwood, MA) measured the CMOD between fabricated, 0.040 in. (1.02 mm) thick 
aluminum knife edges that were glued to the notched face using cyanoacrylate adhesive. During 
loading, Bluehill software from Instron controlled the CMOD at a rate of 3.0 μm/minute. After 
passing the peak load, unloading was initiated before 95% of the peak load at a load-controlled 
rate in order to complete unloading within 2 minutes. Then, re-loading was initiated at a rate of 
30 μm/minute to create damage up to a prescribed CMOD. After treatment, the process of 
loading at 3.0 μm/minute and unloading within two minutes was repeated to collect post-
treatment load-CMOD data. An example 25 mm tall cross-section of a cracked, treated, and re-
cracked specimen is provided in Figure 3.16 to demonstrate the extent of cracking.  
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Figure 3.16. Example crack path through a cross-section of a specimen treated with calcium-
saturated DI water. This stitched, then deconstructed micrograph can be followed top-to-bottom, 
left-to-right, using the dashed and dotted lines as guides. Total height is approximately 25 mm. 
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3.1.5 Two-parameter fracture model 
Among the many testing and analysis methods available for notched beam testing, the 
Two Parameter Fracture Model (TPFM) [Jenq and Shah 1985] offers advantages for beams 
which require significant resources to prepare. The TPFM determines the Young’s modulus (E), 
critical stress intensity factor (KIc), and critical crack tip opening displacement (CTODc). Data 
analysis for this dissertation was performed using the appropriate geometric factors for three 
point bending and the method of the TPFM within a MATLAB program (healingmechanics.m, 
Appendix A.2) to ensure consistent calculations. In a preliminary test of 12 beams cast from 2 
separate batches of 6 beams with 0.01% by volume of polypropylene microfibers, the standard 
deviation of 7-day-old properties was generally between 5-10%, except for the CTODc, which 
exhibited 22% standard deviation.  
First, the moment, M, at the center of the beam, the axial stress, σ, at the bottom of the 
beam, and the flexural strength, σf, were calculated according to Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. 
Inputs at this stage include the maximum load P, self-weight Ws, upper span Lu (equal to zero in 
three-point bending), lower span Ll, specimen depth b, and specimen width t: 
 
𝑀 =
𝑃 + 𝑊𝑠/2
2
(
𝐿𝑙
2
−
𝐿𝑢
2
), 
(Eq. 3.2) 
 
𝜎 =
6𝑀
𝑏2𝑡
, and 
(Eq. 3.3) 
 
𝜎𝑓 =
3𝑃(𝐿𝑙 − 𝐿𝑢)
2𝑏2𝑡
. 
(Eq. 3.4) 
The Young’s modulus may be determined from either the measured loading compliance, Ci, or 
unloading compliance, Cu, using the initial crack length, ao, or effective elastic critical crack 
length, ac. The geometric term α at this point in the calculation considers the height of the knife 
edges from the specimen, HO, such that αo = (ao+HO)/(b+HO) and αc = (ac+HO)/(b+HO). The 
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geometric factors for a notched beam in three point bending are provided by Tada and co-authors 
[Tada et al. 1976]:  
 
𝑔1(𝛼) =
1.99 − 𝛼(1 − 𝛼)(2.15 − 3.93𝛼 + 2.7𝛼2)
√𝜋(1 + 2𝛼)(1 − 𝛼)3 2⁄
, 
(Eq. 3.5) 
 
𝑔2(𝛼) = 0.76 − 2.28𝛼 + 3.87𝛼
2 − 2.04𝛼3 +
0.66
(1 − 𝛼)2
, 
(Eq. 3.6) 
 
E =
6𝐿𝑎𝑜𝑔2(𝛼𝑜)
𝐶𝑖𝑏2𝑡
, and 
(Eq. 3.7) 
 
E =
6𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑔2(𝛼𝑐)
𝐶𝑢𝑏2𝑡
. 
(Eq. 3.8) 
Equating and rearranging Equations 3.7 and 3.8 gives an expression for the effective elastic 
critical crack length, ac, according to 
 
𝑎𝑐 =
𝑎𝑜𝐶𝑢𝑔2(𝛼𝑜)
𝐶𝑖𝑔2(𝛼𝑐)
. 
(Eq. 3.9) 
Since the term ac is also present within αc, Equation 3.9 was input to an algebraic solver function 
to determine ac. Then, KIc and CTODc were calculated by Equations 3.10 and 3.11 using known 
and calculated parameters, a geometric term which does not include the knife edge height, α = 
ac/b, and the ratio of initial and effective elastic critical crack lengths, β = ao/ac:  
 KIc = 𝜎√𝜋𝑎𝑐𝑔1(𝛼) and (Eq. 3.10) 
 
CTODc =
4𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑔2(𝛼)
E
√(1 − 𝛽)2 + (1.081 − 1.149𝛼)(𝛽 − 𝛽2). 
(Eq. 3.11) 
In a similar manner as RF recovery (Equation 3.1), the recovery of TPFM parameters is 
calculated by taking the ratio of the initial and post-treatment properties, as 
𝐸, 𝐾𝐼𝑐, 𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝐷𝑐 recovery =
E, KIc, or CTODcpost−treatment
E, KIc, or CTODcpost−notch,7 days old
. (Eq. 3.12) 
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However, the post-treatment analysis is complicated by the dynamic ao during treatment (Figure 
3.17). To simplify the analysis, it was assumed that the cracks had filled completely during 
treatment, leading to the same ao after treatment as the individual beams had after notching and 
prior to the first test. There could be significant error introduced to the analysis by this 
assumption, so an alternative data analysis method, discussed in the next section, was run in 
parallel.  
 
Figure 3.17. Schematic representation of possible states of crack length after treatment. 
  
3.1.6 Indices of healing 
 The mechanical test protocol of the index of healing method is nearly identical to that of 
the TPFM, so there is no reason not to run these analysis methods in parallel. Ferrara and co-
authors [2014] identified three indices which describe relevant parameters of beam recovery: The 
Index of Load Recovery (ILR), the Index of Damage Recovery (IDR), and the Index of Crack 
Healing (ICH). An example load-displacement curve (healingplots.m, Appendix A.5) is provided 
in Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20, and is annotated to help describe how to calculate the indices.  
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Figure 3.18. Example loading, unloading, damage creation, and post-treatment loading and 
unloading with annotations to describe the Index of Load Recovery.  
  
The ILR (Figure 3.18) uses the load at the end of damage creation, Punloading,post-crack, 
(dotted red line) as a basis for comparing the maximum load post-treatment, Pmax,post-treatment, 
(dashed blue line) to the maximum load of the virgin beam, Pmax,virgin, (solid green line), 
according to  
 ILR =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 − 𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘
. (Eq. 3.13) 
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Figure 3.19. Example loading, unloading, damage creation, and post-treatment loading and 
unloading with annotations to describe the Index of Damage Recovery. 
 
The IDR (Figure 3.19) uses the cracked beam elastic unloading stiffness, Su,post-crack, 
(dotted red line) as a basis for comparing the initial, Si, virgin, (solid green line) and post-treatment, 
Si,post-treatment, (dashed blue line) quasi-brittle loading stiffnesses, which do include some effects of 
plasticity: 
 IDR =
𝑆𝑖,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑆𝑢,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘
𝑆𝑖,𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 − 𝑆𝑢,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘
. (Eq. 3.14) 
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Figure 3.20. Example loading, unloading, damage creation, and post-treatment loading and 
unloading with annotations to describe the Index of Damage Recovery. 
 
The ICH (Figure 3.20) utilizes an “effective” post-treatment initial CMOD based on the 
load-carrying capacity of the treated beam (healingeffcod.m, Appendix A.4). The effective 
CMOD calculates out to approximately 30 μm in the example in Figure 3.20. It is determined 
from the unloading stiffness of the virgin beam during damage creation (solid green line) at the 
treated beam maximum load (dashed blue horizontal line), as if the beam were in the process of 
being cracked. In the end, the ICH compares this effective post-treatment CMOD, 
CMODeff.,post-treatment,  (dashed blue vertical line) to the actual unloaded CMOD at the end of the 
damage creation, CMODunloaded,post-crack (dotted red line):  
 ICH =
𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 − 𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓.,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘
. (Eq. 3.15) 
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Example load-CMOD curves exemplifying low ILR, IDR, and ICH from autogenous 
healing and high ILR, IDR, and ICH from epoxy repair are provided in figures 3.21 and 3.22, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 3.21. Example load-CMOD plot for a beam with low healing indices. 
 
 
Figure 3.22. Example load-CMOD plot for a beam with high healing indices. 
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 The ICH calculation requires knowledge of the unloading stiffness of a virgin beam at the 
maximum load of the treated beam (healingutwosu.m, Appendix A.3). Ferrara and co-authors 
[2014] cycled every beam they tested during damage creation to measure unloading stiffness at a 
few loads, and then interpolated during effective CMOD calculation to arrive at the necessary 
unloading stiffness. Rather than fatigue cycling all of the over 100 virgin beams in this study, 
which could have other effects and would require significant resources, a batch of 6 beams was 
made specifically in order to develop an empirical model of unloading stiffness based on a given 
unloading load. Three beams were loaded to either 30, 50, and 70, or 40, 60, and 80 μm of 
CMOD and unloaded at each step to determine stiffness, as depicted in Figure 3.23. This novel 
approach resulted in a several data points of unloading loads and stiffnesses which produced a 
close fit to a second order polynomial (Figure 3.24).  
 
Figure 3.23. Example plots of load vs. CMOD for unloading stiffness model development. 
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Figure 3.24. Model of unloading stiffness against load at initiation of unloading. 
3.2 Nanoscale tests 
3.2.1 Nanoscratch and nanoindentation protocols 
 Nanoindentation and nanoscratch experiments were conducted on a Hysitron 
(Minneapolis, MN) TI 950 TriboIndenter with a 3D OmniProbe scanner/transducer. A diamond 
cono-spherical probe from Micro Star Technologies (Huntsville, TX) having a cone angle of 
92.9° and a radius of curvature of 4.57 μm was used for all experiments. Cono-spherical probes 
are ideal for scratch testing due to their uniform cross-section, which precludes attention to 
scratch orientation relative to the probe rotation. In addition, the spherical shape enables the 
derivation of an analytical solution to the stress state in the tested material, as discussed in the 
literature review.  
At the beginning of each testing session, the probe area function was calibrated on a 
standard quartz sample with known properties, as described in Section 2.3. The Hysitron 
software utilizes data from a partial-unload quasi-static test to back-calculate fitting parameters 
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Cn in the area function (Equations 2.11 and 3.16, Figure 3.25). Constant C0 was prescribed as -π, 
as in the case of an ideal probe, which would have C1 set equal to 2π times the probe radius, or 
about 28.714 μm. Only three terms of the corrected area function were required for adequate 
adjustment in this experiment, as the higher order terms vanish at the greater contact depths used 
here. Most calibrations resulted in C1 of approximately 31 μm and C2 of around -150 μm. It is 
important to note that the contact area reaches a maximum at around 4.8 μm of contact depth, 
which is only slightly higher than the radius of the probe, and actually turns negative above 9.5 
μm (Figure 3.25). As a result, to ensure accuracy, indentation experiments should be kept to 
contact depths below about 4 μm.  
 
Figure 3.25. Calibrated area function for the 4.57 μm radius cono-spherical probe. 
Prior to each indent or scratch, a drift routine was executed for 30 seconds after a 10 
second hold period. Partial-unload quasi-static indents were performed with 18 total unloading 
events separated by gradually increasing load step sizes. After reaching the stepwise target, the 
load was maintained for 1 second to arrive at the quasi-static condition before unloading. An 
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example load function for an indent between 0-100 mN is provided in Figure 3.26. Scratch tests 
were performed with a linearly progressive load to a prescribed maximum along a length of 250 
μm at a velocity of 8.33 μm/s. Just before initiating the scratch, 5 seconds of settling time was 
allotted after preloading the probe to 150 μN. An example scratch load function is provided in 
Figure 3.27.  
 
Figure 3.26. Example load function for partial-unload quasi-static indents.  
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Figure 3.27. Example load function for nanoscratch tests.  
3.2.2 Substrate mounting and polishing 
Most of the specimens intended for nanoscale testing were mounted on 15mm steel AFM 
specimen disks with cyanoacrylate adhesive (Figure 3.28), except the substrates used for MICP 
growth, which were mounted on glass microscope slides with quick-setting two-part epoxy. In 
order to reduce the tilt of prepared specimen surfaces relative to the nanoindenter stage, a 
magnetic jig was designed to aid the polishing of substrates mounted on AFM specimen disks 
(Figure 3.29). The jig has a 1 in. outer diameter to take advantage of existing polishing 
equipment. The surface area of a mounted specimen is generally much smaller than a 1 in. epoxy 
blank, so if one jig and two blanks are used in a polishing specimen holder, the pressure on the 
specimen during polishing is higher than the pressure on the blanks. This results in quicker wear 
on the specimen and slowly introduces tilt. Therefore, two additional jigs were constructed to 
enable balancing of the pressure on each specimen touching the polishing wheel.  
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Figure 3.28. Example mounted cement paste specimen in the late stages of fine polishing. 
 
  
Figure 3.29. Magnetic polishing jig designed for 15 mm AFM specimen mounting disks. 
Dimensions in inches.  
 
Unfortunately, even with three nearly identical mounted specimens in magnetic jigs that 
were leveled in the polishing specimen holder, it was difficult to prevent tilting of the polished 
surface relative to the mounting disk. As an alternative to the existing polishing specimen holder, 
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a second jig with a central bore for the magnetic jig and low surface area feet for stability was 
designed and printed from polylactic acid (Figure 3.30). Due to manufacturing tolerances, this 
secondary jig would need to be made from steel in order to work as intended. Finally, after 
several trials, a mostly successful procedure was developed involving two epoxy blanks, one 
mounted specimen on a magnetic jig, and a planar mounting aid (Figure 3.31) once 
manufactured, but now discontinued, by Buehler (Lake Bluff, IL). The mounting device 
positively engages all three specimens and the holder onto the same planar surface prior to 
tightening the specimens into the holder.  
 
Figure 3.30. 3D printed polylactic acid jig intended to hold the magnetic AFM disk jig exactly 
perpendicular to the polishing wheel.  
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Figure 3.31. 1 in. polishing specmen holder and planar mounting aid.  
After mounting the magnetic jig and blanks into the holder, 400 grit sandpaper was used 
to grind the specimen surface flat. This introduced significant tilt as discussed earlier, so the 
blanks and jig were then loosened from the holder and reset in the planar mounting device. This 
process was repeated with 600 grit sandpaper. Then, 600, 800, and 1200 grit sandpaper were 
used for 2 minutes each to prepare the surface. Using this method, specimen tilt is typically held 
to less than 10 μm/cm, and only in one direction, which is simple to correct by scratching 
perpendicular to the tilt. For some specimens, additional rounds of 2 minutes on 1200 grit 
sandpaper were required to remove surface irregularities and improve the surface finish. After 
sufficient polishing on 1200 grit sandpaper, root mean square roughness values were typically 
measured in the range of tens of nanometers using a Keyence VK-X150 laser confocal 
microscope. Asperities in this range should have a negligible effect on scratches and indents with 
contact depths of several hundred nanometers or more.  
3.2.3 Preliminary Nanoscratch Tests 
 Four of the key variables of nanoscratch experiments are the loading rate for progressive 
load tests, the lateral scratch velocity, the scratch length, and the maximum load applied by the 
probe. The main challenge associated with selecting fixed parameters of scratch length and 
maximum load is ensuring adequate resolution of critical loads, yet still causing complete failure 
of the coating. It is also important to limit the total scratch time to less than 30 seconds to avoid 
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significant drift of the piezoelectric transducer. For this dissertation, after considering examples 
from the literature and suggested load functions from the instrument manufacturer, scratch 
velocities of approximately 2, 8, and 16 μm/s were attempted. Ultimately, the drift limitation 
prevented use of low velocities as the scratches were extremely short in length, which reduces 
the resolution of load during critical load analysis. Slow response of the PID controller caused 
the probe to skip over sections of the coating at high velocities. In the end, the manufacturer 
recommendation of 250 μm long scratches with 30 seconds of scratch time was selected for all 
tests.  
 More than a dozen preliminary experiments were performed to evaluate different types of 
epoxy coatings (JB Weld, cyanoacrylate, and Simpson Strong-Tie), adjust glass corrosion 
treatment time and temperature, and investigate MICP sample preparation techniques. After 
identifying fixed parameters for specimen preparation, the maximum loads used on each 
specimen type were slowly ramped up in an attempt to resolve possible failures at low critical 
loads and to avoid damage to the instrument. Without visually inspecting the scratch traces in 
SEM micrographs, it is difficult to determine when a coating has failed by interpreting only the 
probe position and coefficient of friction data gathered by the instrument at the time of the test. 
Many experiments were performed to completion, including imaging, at low maximum loads 
between 5-25 mN. However, at least 40mN was required to fail the weakest of coatings tested, 
rendering much of the preliminary data useless. Relevant preliminary tests which produced 
useful information for each material system are discussed in their respective chapters.  
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CHAPTER 4 
HEALING EFFICIENCY AND INTERFACIAL BOND STRENGTH OF A 
CONVENTIONAL EPOXY REPAIR 
 
 In this first chapter of results and discussion, we will examine the interfacial mechanical 
properties of a conventional crack repair technique, epoxy injection, in order to provide 
benchmarks for the MICP test results. There are hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of epoxy repair 
products on the open market, but testing multiple epoxy systems is outside the scope of this 
research project. The selected epoxy was not chosen in order to demonstrate a best-case repair 
scenario; rather, this epoxy is expected to produce results representative of similar repair systems 
and techniques. Simpson Strong-Tie CRACK-PAC Injection Epoxy (Pleasanton, CA) was 
ultimately used due to its low viscosity, resealable delivery system, and wide availability in the 
General Services Administration Global Supply Catalog. This is a two-part epoxy system with a 
resin-to-hardener ratio of 8:1 by mass and manufacturer-quoted ASTM C882 slant shear bond 
strength of 2010 psi (13.9 MPa) at 2 days and 3830 psi (26.4 MPa) at 14 days.  
 Slant shear and notched beam RF and three-point bending tests were performed to study 
laboratory-scale epoxy repairs. Nanoscratch tests were performed on epoxy on a glass substrate, 
an entirely contiguous and homogeneous coating-substrate material system. This combination is 
expected to provide simple, comprehensible data which allows for analysis procedures similar to 
what is found in the literature. Epoxy was also applied to polished cement paste and polished 
limestone substrates to introduce the effects of substrate heterogeneity and porosity to 
nanoscratch test results and analysis, as well as to provide benchmarks for MICP coatings on 
these substrates.  
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4.1 Slant shear 
 Four cylinders of 0.42 w/c cement paste were cast in 2x4-in. (50x100 mm, nominally) 
molds for compressive strength tests of the base cement paste. The molds were covered by 
plastic immediately after casting and the cylinders were demolded after 24 hours of curing. 
Following 6 more days of curing in lime-saturated water at room temperature, the end of the 
cylinder open to the plastic was sawed flat, and the cylinders were tested on a Forney load frame 
conforming to ASTM C39 at a rate of 600 +/- 50 N/s. Strength results are presented in Table 4.1. 
The mean maximum compressive load of 73.5 kN corresponds to a 7-day compressive strength 
of 36.3 MPa for the base cement paste.  
Table 4.1. Strengths calculated from cement paste and epoxy-healed cylinder slant shear tests. 
  Cyl1 Cyl2 Cyl3 Cyl4 Mean Strength (MPa) 
Plain Paste 33.5 39.2 36.5 35.8 36.3±2.4 
Epoxy-Healed 3.46 4.45 4.31 5.95 4.54±1.0 
 
 Four cement paste (0.42 w/c) half-cylinders were prepared in 2x4-in. (50x100 mm, 
nominally) molds against the blanks described in Section 3.1.1. The half-cylinders were removed 
from lime-saturated water at 7 days of age, finished using 600 grit sandpaper, air-dried for one 
hour, and joined together using mixed epoxy. During preliminary tests, the epoxy could not cure 
in a moist curing room with an active mist sprayer. Therefore, the joined half-cylinders were 
rubber-banded together and stored in laboratory conditions for three days before testing the 
healed cylinders in compression. Tests were performed on an Instron 4483 load frame with 
platens conforming to ASTM C39 at a rate of 600 +/- 50 N/s. All specimens failed cohesively 
through the cement paste (Figure 4.1). The strengths achieved are reported in Table 4.1 and an 
example load-displacement plot is provided in Figure 4.2. Using the elliptical area of 6.28 in
2
 
(4050 mm
2
, nominally), the mean shear bond strength of the epoxy repair after three days is 4.54 
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MPa, which is only 33% of the manufacturer-quoted strength at only 2 days, though the cohesive 
failure observed here may not accurately represent shear bond strength.  
 
Figure 4.1. Cohesive failure of epoxy-repaired slant shear specimen.  
 
Figure 4.2. Plot of load against crosshead displacement during a compression test of epoxy-
repaired half-cylinders.  
 
4.2 Beam tests 
4.2.1 Specimen preparation 
Beam test results from three sets of six 2x2x7.75-in. (50x50x200 mm, nominally) beams 
are presented in this chapter. All beams were initially prepared according to the procedures 
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outlined in Section 3.1.2, with a water:cement:sand ratio of 0.42:1:2 and 0.01% by volume 
addition of Grace MicroFibers. Specimens were demolded after 24 hours and removed from a 
moist curing room for notching and treatment at 7 days of age. One set of beams was notched, 
but left without damage to continue curing in a BWWT. Another set was cracked to a 90 μm 
CMOD at 7 days of age, and then left in a BWWT to heal autogenously via hydration of the 
remaining cement, without adding additional water. The third set of beams, intended for epoxy 
repair, was first damaged to a 90 μm CMOD at 7 days of age. Following damage creation, epoxy 
was mixed and applied directly to the beam notches using a disposable pipette. Due to the open 
sides of the beams, injection was not possible. Gravity and capillary action were sufficient to fill 
cracks to a depth of at least 1 cm. Approximately 1mL of liquid epoxy mixture was applied per 
specimen. Treated specimens were stored in a BWWT for 7 days. Prior to post-treatment 
mechanical testing, the notch was again sawed to remove epoxy and allow for a directly 
comparable fracture test case (Figure 4.3).  
  
Figure 4.3. Epoxy filling a crack after 7 days of treatment (left) and an epoxy-repaired beam 
fracture surface after mechanical testing (right). 
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4.2.2 Transverse resonant frequency 
 Transverse RF recovery results for epoxy treatment are presented in Figure 4.4 along 
with results from beams which were notched, but not cracked, and beams which were 
autogenously healed in a BWWT. Bear in mind that all of these beams were first cured in a moist 
curing room for 7 days, so 0 treatment time on the x-axis represents a mortar age of 7 days. 
Additionally, recall that RF recovery compares the RF at a given treatment time to the RF after 
notching, but before cracking, of each individual beam. A progression of beam tests through time 
and an equation for determining RF recovery are described in Section 3.1.3 (Equation 3.1). 
Results reported in Figure 4.4 represent the mean RF recovery of 6 individual beams with 
standard deviation error bars.  
 
Figure 4.4. Recovery of transverse resonant frequency of beams without a crack, autogenously 
healed beams, and beams repaired using epoxy.  
 
Notched beams without a crack, which simply continued to cure in a BWWT, 
“recovered” to around 105% of their 7-day resonant frequency by 35 days of age. Most of the 
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5% RF gain was completed by the end of 14 days of “treatment” time, or 21 days of mortar age. 
This gain represents stiffening by continued cement hydration throughout the beams, and the 
timing and magnitude of the RF gains are in line with expected stiffness gains of cementitious 
materials between 7 and 21 days of age.  
At the other extreme of the experiment, damaged beams which were allowed to heal 
autogenously, without any external treatments, were able to recover around 80-85% of their pre-
crack RF, mostly within the first 7 days of treatment. Beams repaired with epoxy recovered to 
over 110% of the original RF by the end of the first treatment day due to filling of the notch. 
After the notches were sawed open again on treatment day 7, the RF of epoxy-treated beams 
returned to 101% of the pre-crack RF, which is nearly as high as a beam without a crack that was 
allowed to continue to hydrate through 8 days of “treatment”.  
4.2.3 Mechanical tests 
Results from index of healing analysis and two-parameter fracture model parameter 
recovery, derived as described in Sections 3.1.6 and 3.1.5, are reported in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 as 
the means of sets of 6 beams with standard deviation error bars. Beams without a crack, with 
autogenous healing, and with epoxy repair are included as in the RF analysis. For comparative 
purposes, the results of a fourth set of beams are added. This set was immediately re-tested after 
damage creation, and is denoted by the name Zero Treatment Time. As a reminder, a healing 
parameter equaling 1.0 indicates that a beam has returned to the original mechanical state of the 
same beam with a notch, but without a crack, at 7 days of age. 
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Figure 4.5. Means of indices of load recovery, damage recovery, and crack healing for beams 
immediately re-tested, autogenously healed, repaired with epoxy, and not cracked.  
 
 
Figure 4.6. Means of E, KIc, and CTODc recovery for beams immediately re-tested, 
autogenously healed, repaired with epoxy, and not cracked. 
 
Beams repaired by autogenous healing regained some stiffness and outperformed the 
immediately re-tested beams, as shown by IDR and elastic modulus recovery of 9% and 12%, 
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respectively. Epoxy-treated beams recovered over half of the load-carrying capacity (ILR = 
57%) and almost all the stiffness (IDR = 93%, E recovery = 95%) of the same virgin beams at 7 
days of age, while beams without a crack gained an additional 20% of load carrying capacity 
(ILR = 120%) and stiffness (IDR = 123%, E recovery = 122%) over the “treatment” period from 
7 to 35 days of age. At 209%, the KIc recovery of epoxy-repaired beams significantly exceeded 
the 126% KIc recovery of beams without a crack aged over the same period of time, meaning the 
fracture toughness of a beam repaired with epoxy is over twice that of a virgin beam prior to 
cracking, and nearly twice that of a virgin beam at the same age. 
There are a couple of anomalies in the data. First, the ICH is missing for beams without a 
crack since it is not possible to calculate this healing index without a post-cracking CMOD. 
Second, since there was no initial test for beams without a crack, this sample set must use the 
initial properties of the zero treatment time sample set in healing parameter calculations which 
compare initial and final properties. The twelve beams from these two sets were cast from the 
same mixing batch, but using initial data from different beams could introduce 10-15% error to 
the healing parameters.  
Another anomaly is related to CTODc recovery. The CTODc recoveries of 3.9 and 1.5 
make no physical sense for zero treatment time and autogenous healing, which are not expected 
to express significant healing. After reviewing Equations 3.9 and 3.11, it appears that these high 
values of CTODc recovery may have been caused by high ratios of Cu/Ci in the post-treatment 
test, leading to artificially inflated ac values that drive up CTODc. In a physical sense, this means 
there was very little plastic damage occurring during the post-treatment test, so that the elastic 
unloading slope was closer in magnitude to the elastic-plastic loading slope than in typical tests 
of virgin or well-healed beams. Another possible explanation is that, when the maximum load 
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after treatment is low and the instrument compliance may have some effects on the test, the load-
CMOD curves may not enter true linear elastic regimes from which to calculate Cu and Ci. In 
addition to these issues, the variability of CTODc recovery is extremely high for epoxy-treated 
specimens due to significant differences in the post-peak failure behavior of treated beams, as 
some completed the test at 15 μm, still holding 400 N of load, while others failed more quickly 
and catastrophically to 30 μm or more and only 150 N of load. Considering the multiple issues 
encountered when determining CTODc recovery in these baseline sample sets, this parameter 
will be omitted from the analysis going forward.   
The immediately re-tested beams showed essentially zero load or stiffness recovery in the 
ILR, IDR, and modulus recovery parameters, as expected. However, they were able to produce 
modest recoveries of 15% in KIc recovery and 38% in ICH. The challenges of measuring the 
compliance of weak beams, as discussed in the previous paragraph, likely influenced the 
determination of these confusing results. Considering these results, ICH and KIc recovery may 
not be the most reliable parameters for indicating low levels of crack healing using this test 
method.  
4.3 Nanoscale tests 
4.3.1 Specimen preparation 
 Soda-lime glass microscope slides, 0.42 w/c cement paste hydrated in lime-saturated 
water for over 1 year, and limestone substrates were first sawed, mounted to AFM specimen 
discs, and prepared according to polishing procedures in Section 3.2.2. Cement and limestone 
substrates were polished using 400, 600, 800, and 1200 grit sandpaper to provide a smooth 
surface with roughness on the order of tens of nanometers. Epoxy was mixed and applied to the 
surfaces of prepared substrates, allowing for a small exposed section of the substrate to enable 
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coating height measurement. After curing for 3 days, the epoxy was slowly abraded away by 
600, 800, and 1200 grit sandpaper to achieve a height of less than 20 μm (Figure 4.7). A 
Keyence VK-X150 laser confocal microscope was used to monitor coating height throughout the 
grinding and lapping process. Due to the difficulty in ensuring a perfectly parallel polished 
surface, the coating surfaces were slightly tilted relative to the substrates (Figure 4.8). This 
provided the opportunity to test multiple coating heights on the same specimen in preliminary 
work. To avoid complications caused by variable coating height during data analysis, scratch 
tests were performed along contour lines where coating height was nearly constant.  
 
Figure 4.7. Glass (left), limestone (top), and cement paste (right) specimens after scratch testing 
and gold coating for electron microscope imaging. The 250 μm long scratches are barely visible 
using photography.  
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Figure 4.8. Laser confocal microscope height image of epoxy on soda-lime glass after 
preparation, expressing a tilt in the coating depth of approximately 0-30 μm from bottom to top. 
 
4.3.2 Nanoindentation 
 Indentation and scratching using a spherical probe offers analytical advantages, since it is 
possible to analytically model the applied stress field within the tested material. However, typical 
radii of curvature of spherical probes are relatively large, and the ratio of projected contact area 
to indentation depth depends on the applied load. As a result, spherical probes may introduce 
more error than sharp Berkovich probes, especially at shallow indentation depths where the area 
function requires correction from the analytically ideal projected area. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 
depict the indentation hardness (Equation 2.12) and reduced modulus (Equation 2.7) of as-
received soda-lime glass against the indentation contact depth from 5 partial-unload quasi-static 
tests between 0-200 mN. Though the probe was calibrated on quartz, the indentation hardness is 
slightly high, and the reduced modulus slightly low, compared with literature values of 6 and 70 
GPa, respectively [Oliver and Pharr 1992]. Regardless, the key outcome from this test is that the 
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probe becomes useful for modulus and hardness measurement only after reaching about 400 nm 
of contact depth.  
 
Figure 4.9. Indentation hardness of soda-lime glass at various contact depths. 
 
Figure 4.10. Reduced modulus of soda-lime glass at various contact depths. 
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A similar test, except only between 0-100 mN, was performed on the thin epoxy coating 
on glass, and the results are reported in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Indentation of the epoxy between 
1-2 μm of contact depth results in hardness values below 1 GPa and a reduced modulus of 
around 5 GPa. Beyond 2 μm of contact depth, the applied stress field begins to engage the much 
harder and stiffer substrate, causing the measured hardness and reduced modulus to rise. At a 
contact depth of approximately 8 μm, the hardness and reduced modulus rapidly increase with 
increasing probe contact depth. This is either an artifact of the probe area function approaching 
zero, or it indicates that the hard glass substrate begins to dominate the overall mechanical 
properties, and that the soft epoxy coating has plastically deformed out from underneath the 
center of the probe. It is difficult to conclude from visual inspection of electron micrographs of 
the indents (Figure 4.13) whether or not the substrate was reached. The laser confocal 
microscope measured a coating height of approximately 15 μm in the vicinity of the indents. 
Ultimately, the hardness and reduced modulus against contact depth curves may not be perfectly 
accurate, but if the coating is thin enough not to engage the invalid portion of the probe area 
function, they could provide an estimate of coating height in-situ, if needed.  
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Figure 4.11. Indentation hardness of epoxy coating on soda-lime glass at various contact depths. 
 
Figure 4.12. Reduced modulus of epoxy coating on soda-lime glass at various contact depths. 
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Figure 4.13. Scanning electron micrograph of a representative example indent in epoxy on glass.  
4.3.3 Nanoscratch 
Nanoscratch tests were performed on epoxy coatings over glass, polished cement paste, 
and polished limestone according to the procedures in Section 3.2.1. For each specimen, an 
automated method created a 3x5 array of 15 scratches between 0-150 mN over a 250 μm 
distance at a velocity of 8.33 μm/s. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, selection of these parameters 
was driven by the limitations of instrument drift and the necessary resolution of loads for critical 
load analysis. Vertical and horizontal spacing between scratches was at least 100 μm to avoid 
interactions of plastic deformation around adjacent scratches. After testing was complete, 
specimens were grounded with carbon tape, sputter coated with gold, and imaged in secondary 
electron mode in a JEOL JSM-6390 scanning electron microscope (see example preparations in 
Figure 4.7).  
Adequate resolution of coating failure modes is critical for scratch test data analysis, so 
multiple images of each scratch were taken at high magnification. Depending on the width of the 
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damage path, 3 to 5 micrographs of each scratch trace were collected, with consistent overlap to 
avoid artifacts or missing sections, by moving the SEM stage control dial at a specific interval 
between 6 to 9 mm per image, depending on the number of images per scratch. The micrographs 
were later post-processed by the Microsoft Image Composite Editor in planar mode to produce 
stitched images of the complete scratches. Finally, the stitched images were cropped using a 
MATLAB program (scratchcropper.m, Appendix A) to produce images containing the very start 
of the scratch on the left and the very end of the scratch on the right, which facilitated direct 
comparison with plots of the scratch test data.  
Following procedures suggested in the literature discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, a 
combination of the probe vertical position, the measured coefficient of friction (COF), and 
scanning electron micrographs of the scratch traces were analyzed to determine critical loads at 
which the failure behavior changes. In the literature, authors usually report that they selected 
critical load events from position and COF curves manually or by visual inspection of 
micrographs, but these methods may suffer from subjectivity biases.  
In order to increase the objectivity of identifying changes in coating behavior, first, a 
spatial Fourier transform was carried out on the vertical position data. Unfortunately, only an 
artifact of the piezoelectric PID control at a spacing frequency of about 4 μm was identified. 
Since this method could not provide reliable assistance in identifying critical loads, a moving 
average routine was applied instead. A routine with a step size of 1 calculated the slope of the 
vertical position and the standard deviation of COF within windows of 500, 1,000, and 1,500 
data points out of the total of 6,000 points per scratch, resulting in 5,500, 5,000, or 4,500 
calculated points per scratch (windowslopepos.m and windowdevmeancof.m, Appendix A.8). 
Calculated values are represented as the blue, green, and red lines in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, 
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which are example position and COF datasets from a scratch through epoxy on glass. In addition, 
a smoothing algorithm which averaged a window of 1,000 data points with a step size of 1 was 
applied to the vertical position and COF to produce the pink line which follows the raw data 
(black line). The cropped micrograph of the trace from the same scratch is included below the 
data. Figures such as these were produced for every scratch test performed throughout this study, 
but due to the large quantity of data and figures, an exhaustive presentation of nanoscratch data 
is infeasible through a paper-based medium. The author encourages readers to download and 
view additional tests results in the supplementary Appendix C, Nanoscratch_Test_Data.zip.  
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Figure 4.14. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for epoxy on glass. 
 
Figure 4.15. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace and the vertical load at the position tic marks for epoxy on glass.  
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Upon examination of the electron micrographs, the slope of vertical probe position with 
500 window points, the coefficient of friction standard deviation with 500 window points, and 
the coefficient of friction mean with 1,000 window points, three consistent changes in behavior 
were identified for epoxy coatings.  
At the first critical load, the slope of the probe vertical position experiences its first 
abrupt, yet small local minimum, indicating the onset of cohesive failure of the coating. This was 
determined to occur at 80 μm in the example in Figure 4.14, but for this and other scratches, it 
can prove difficult to identify the most relevant first local minimum with only this one piece of 
information. It is better to identify critical loads using several analysis indicators, as discussed in 
the literature.  
Shortly after the first critical load, at 130 μm in this example, a buckling and spallation 
crack in the scratch trace micrograph appears at approximately the same location where the 
probe position slope decreases rapidly to a deeper local minimum and the COF standard 
deviation experiences a local maximum. The data and micrograph appearance after this critical 
load indicate that the probe is penetrating through the coating, periodically increasing the 
plowing component of friction in an oscillatory manner as the feedback loop attempts to control 
the vertical load, while the coating fails in an elastic-plastic manner.  
Finally, the third critical load was identified as the point at which the mean COF rises and 
remains at a higher level while the standard deviation of COF achieves a local maximum and the 
slope of probe position experiences a strong local minimum, which occurs at 170 μm in this 
example. Considering the appearance of scratch traces after this point, and that the probe position 
slope typically begins to approach zero at the same time, this critical load may be associated with 
interfacial failure, resulting in an increase of COF due to a greater shear component.  
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After recording the positions of these changes in failure behavior, they were transformed 
to critical loads based on the load function, which was always followed to within less than 1% 
error by the instrument feedback loop. Similar analyses were carried out for a cement paste 
substrate, which failed in similar manners as glass with critical loads at 60, 100, and 190 μm in 
the example Figures 4.16 and 4.17, and a limestone substrate, with critical loads at 40, 70, and 
110 μm in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. The limestone substrate exhibited significantly more large-area 
spallation and a shorter elastic-plastic failure region, indicating a much weaker interfacial bond 
than the glass or cement substrate.  
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Figure 4.16. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for epoxy on cement paste. 
 
 
Figure 4.17. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace and the vertical load at the position tic marks for epoxy on cement paste. 
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Figure 4.18. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for epoxy on limestone. 
 
 
Figure 4.19. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace and the vertical load at the position tic marks for epoxy on limestone. 
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The critical loads are reported as the means from 15 scratches with standard deviation 
error bars in Figure 4.20. The cement paste substrate exhibited the highest critical loads, 
followed by glass, and then limestone. While the epoxy system was specifically designed for 
cementitious materials and may be chemically compatible, it is also likely that the micro-porosity 
of cement paste allowed for mechanical interlocking that is not possible on the glass substrate, 
leading to higher critical loads. The standard deviations of limestone substrate critical loads are 
relatively high, which could be caused by the larger, more abundant porosity on the prepared 
surface of this material.  
 
Figure 4.20. The means of three critical loads of epoxy on soda-lime glass, cement paste, and 
limestone with standard deviation error bars.  
 
 The highest critical loads, interpreted as the loads of interfacial failure, were run through 
the mechanical analyses described in the literature review to determine the maximum contact 
pressure, Po, the maximum shear stress in the applied stress field, τ1, and the work of adhesion, 
W, of the interfaces between epoxy and glass, cement paste, and limestone (scratchmechanics.m, 
Appendix A.9) (Table 4.2). Due to the complexity of the analytical equation for shear stress 
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(Equation 2.15), the location and magnitude of the maximum shear stress were numerically 
determined in the MATLAB program by increasing the vertical position in the stress field, z, 1 
nm per calculation step.  
Table 4.2. Calculated mechanical parameters for the interface between epoxy and soda-lime 
glass, cement paste, and limestone. 
  Po (GPa) τ (MPa) W (kJ) 
Glass 1.83 546 16.4 
Cement 2.03 605 14.4 
Limestone 1.69 503 6.98 
 
The critical contact pressure and maximum shear stress follow the trends of the critical 
loads, with cement having the highest and limestone the lowest values. However, a lower 
coefficient of friction for cement at interface failure results in a lower work of adhesion than for 
glass. It is also interesting to note that, while the coating heights were between 10-18 μm, the 
maximum shear stress was located at a depth of only about 2.5 μm. Therefore, while some 
deformation of the coating occurs to effectively shorten the distance between the probe and the 
interface, it is likely that even less shear stress is required to break the bond at the interface, as 
the stress field decreases in magnitude with depth beyond the location of the maximum shear 
stress.  
As discussed in Section 2.4.1 and expressed in Equation 2.16, the probe radius and 
coating thickness can be adjusted so that the location of the maximum shear stress analytically 
coincides with the interface of the coating and substrate, thus encouraging adhesive failure 
modes to occur instead of cohesive failure modes. Procurement of probes with several different 
radii would be cost-prohibitive compared with adjusting coating height, but consistent, 
successful preparation of epoxy coatings under about 8-10 μm of height would require resource-
intensive micro-machining or focused ion beam milling, instead of the relatively simple grinding 
and lapping methods used in this dissertation.  
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 A replication experiment (B) of 50 scratches studied a 5-10 μm deep region of epoxy 
coating on cement paste after 3 days of epoxy curing. As shown in Figure 4.21, the critical loads 
were slightly lower than in the primary experiment, as expected when reducing coating 
thickness, but the critical load standard deviation is also lower. The critical pressure and 
maximum shear stress were lower along with the critical loads, but still slightly exceeded what 
was measured on the glass substrate earlier. The work of adhesion was significantly affected by 
the change in coating depth, as scratches in this experiment consumed only about half of the 
energy in this calculation.  
An additional energy-based analysis method was considered, for later comparison with MICP 
coatings, by taking the trapezoidal numerical integral of the lateral force versus lateral 
displacement curve. The first 1200 data points (50 μm) of the scratches were omitted from the 
analysis due to the high variability of forces as the probe settles into the elastic-plastic coating 
failure regime. The total energy consumed during scratching, on average, was 11.1 μJ with 
standard deviation of 3.8%. This value compares very well with the earlier experiment (A) of 15 
scratches on a deeper epoxy coating on cement paste (Table 4.3).  
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Figure 4.21. The means of three critical loads of epoxy on cement paste with standard deviation 
error bars. 
 
Table 4.3. Calculated mechanical parameters for the interface between epoxy and cement paste. 
  Po (GPa) τ (MPa) W (kJ) Energy Consumed (μJ) 
A: N=15 @ 10-18 μm 2.03 605 14.4 11.0±0.2 
B: N=50 @ 5-10 μm 1.84 549 7.36 11.1±0.4 
 
 
4.4 Summary 
In laboratory-scale experiments, epoxy provides a significant improvement in mechanical 
properties over autogenous healing, in some cases meeting or exceeding the properties of a beam 
without a pre-crack at all. These results exemplify the capabilities of the test and analysis 
methods to quantify the mechanical healing potential of a repair material. On the nanoscale, 
nanoscratch test analysis utilizing position slope, COF standard deviation, mean COF, and 
electron micrographs reliably identified three critical loads of failure on substrates having a 
variety of porosity in both size and quantity. The calculated maximum shear stress applied by the 
probe to epoxy on cement paste was two orders of magnitude greater than the shear bond 
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strength measured during slant shear tests. However, since the maximum shear stress was located 
above the interface of epoxy and cement, and the stress field reduces with depth from that point, 
the maximum value of shear stress is not necessarily representative of the shear bond strength 
during scratch tests. Considering the remaining challenges of the nanoscratch method, the next 
chapter will investigate whether the nanoscratch test is viable for porous, discretely crystalline 
coatings, and whether this test can quantify empirically verifiable differences in bond strength.   
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CHAPTER 5 
SCRATCH TESTING OF A POROUS, DISCRETELY CRYSTALLINE 
COATING ON A HOMOGENEOUS, CONTIGUOUS SUBSTRATE 
 
 In the previous chapter, scratch tests were performed on coating-substrate systems which 
were entirely homogeneous and contiguous, or that had porosity and heterogeneity only in the 
substrate. Here, in an attempt to continue to approach the complexity of the MICP on cement 
paste system, we will examine a porous, discretely crystalline coating of C–S–H corrosion 
products on a simple, homogeneous, contiguous substrate of soda-lime glass.  
As discussed in Section 2.6, the literature has shown that excess calcium in a corrosive 
solution will encourage the production of soda-lime glass corrosion products with higher Ca/Si 
ratio. In addition, researchers have observed that the calcium-rich solutions produce products 
which are more strongly bonded to the glass substrate, as determined by manual scratching with 
a razor or tweezers. Therefore, this soda-lime glass substrate and corrosion product coating 
system was identified as an ideal model system for determining whether the scratch test can 
quantify differences in interfacial bond strength for chemically and morphologically similar 
porous coatings with empirically dissimilar bond strengths.  
5.1 Specimen preparation 
5.1.1 Production process and mounting 
In a 500mL polypropylene box (Mejier, Walker, MI), 333mL of Millipore water and 
13.32 g of NaOH (Sigma Aldrich, Lake Bluff, IL) were mixed to make a 1 M solution. For 
calcium-saturated treatments, 1 g of Ca(OH)2 (Sigma Aldrich, Lake Bluff, IL) was added, mixed, 
and allowed to settle out. Soda-lime glass (SLG) microscope slides were placed into the boxes, 
and then the boxes were closed and placed in a furnace set at 70 °C for a prescribed time period. 
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Initially, a PTFE jig was used to hold the glass slides vertically (Figure 5.1), but after suspected 
contamination of either the corrosion solution by the jigs or the jigs by an external substance, the 
glass slides were simply rested against contours on the bottom of the box. The side of the glass 
facing downward was used for scratch testing to avoid complications from particles settled on 
the surface by gravity.  
               
Figure 5.1. Photographs of SLG treated in calcium-saturated NaOH solution (left) and plain 
NaOH solution (right). 
 
After the prescribed treatment period, the glass slides were sawed into 1 cm
2
 pieces, dried 
for 15 minutes under nitrogen atmosphere, and mounted to 15mm steel AFM specimen discs 
using cyanoacrylate adhesive (Figure 5.2). The underside of the specimen was wiped clean prior 
to mounting to improve the adhesive bond to the steel disc. Care was taken to avoid 
contamination of the testing surface by saw and glass shrapnel fragments. Once sawing was 
complete, specimens were protected from atmospheric carbonation by nitrogen gas during all 
remaining mounting operations. Between preparation and testing, and between testing and 
imaging, specimens were stored in a magnetic, sealed box (16224, Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) 
modified with a valve to accept nitrogen or argon to fill the headspace. Scanning electron 
microscopy of specimen cross-sections (Figure 5.3) confirmed that the morphology and size of 
corrosion products matched what was produced in the literature. Note that the corrosion products 
produced in plain NaOH solution in Figure 5.3 are separated from the substrate due to the SEM 
specimen preparation, which involved scoring, then buckling the microscope slide. 
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Figure 5.2. Mounted specimens of SLG treated in plain NaOH solution (left) and calcium-
saturated NaOH solution (right). 
 
   
Figure 5.3. Corrosion product coatings on SLG treated in plain NaOH solution (left) and 
calcium-saturated NaOH solution, with the top porous layer removed by washing (right). 
 
5.1.2 Height of corrosion products 
The coating over a small section of each mounted specimen was scraped away with 
tweezers, as seen in Figure 5.2, to verify the empirical difference in bond strength and expose the 
substrate to enable coating height measurement with a Keyence VK-X150 laser confocal 
microscope. A selection of representative 3-dimensional renderings of coatings and exposed 
substrates of plain NaOH and calcium-saturated NaOH treated glass at 4 and 6 days of treatment 
are provided in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. After several trials to test the growth rate of corrosion 
products (Figure 5.6) and ensure that well-percolated coatings were produced, treatment times of 
7 and 5 days were selected for plain NaOH and calcium-saturated treatments, respectively, to 
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provide similar coating heights of approximately 5 μm for direct comparison in scratch testing. 
Despite the attempts to select corrosion product height by adjusting the corrosion treatment time, 
the height exhibited significant scatter which inhibited precise control of this parameter.  
  
Figure 5.4. 3-D renderings of corrosion products (front) and exposed substrates (rear) of glass 
treated for 4 days in plain NaOH (left) and calcium-saturated NaOH (right).  
  
Figure 5.5. 3-D renderings of corrosion products (front) and exposed substrates (rear) of glass 
treated for 6 days in plain NaOH (left) and calcium-saturated NaOH (right). 
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Figure 5.6. Height of C–S–H corrosion products against corrosion treatment time.  
5.2 Nanoscale tests 
5.2.1 Nanoindentation 
 As with the epoxy coating in the previous chapter, partial-unload quasi-brittle indentation 
tests were performed on the corrosion products from plain and calcium-saturated treatments at 7 
and 5 days, respectively. Results of hardness and reduced modulus against contact depth are 
provided in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The inflection points of the hardness curves are not very 
consistent, but they seem to indicate a coating height of around 4-6 μm, which agrees with data 
from the laser microscope. On the other hand, the reduced modulus results make no physical 
sense, as the value continues to rise from the beginning of the test to over 100 GPa. Such a 
reduced modulus would require an indented material with a reasonable Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 to 
have an elastic modulus of at least 100 GPa (Equation 2.7), which is well above the elastic 
modulus of either C–S–H or soda-lime glass. Considering Equations 2.8 and 3.16, this error was 
likely caused by the high values of contact depth, which artificially deflated the contact area used 
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in the calculation at contact depths greater than the radius of the probe, hc > 4.6 μm. Since the 
reduced modulus of the corrosion products could not be measured, the mechanical analysis of 
scratch tests will need to rely on literature values for C–S–H material properties (elastic modulus 
= 24 GPa and Poisson’s ratio = 0.24 [Constantanides and Ulm 2004]). 
  
Figure 5.7. Indentation hardness (left) and reduced modulus (right) of corrosion products from 7 
days of plain NaOH treatment. 
 
  
Figure 5.8. Indentation hardness (left) and reduced modulus (right) of corrosion products from 5 
days of calcium-saturated NaOH treatment. 
 
5.2.2 Nanoscratch 
 Nanoscratch tests were performed according to the procedures described in Section 3.2.1. 
Following several pilot studies to determine the appropriate levels of critical loads to allow 
adequate spatial resolution, yet still incur interfacial failure, 50 progressive load tests from 0-40 
mN and 0-50 mN were performed on 5 and 7 μm tall coatings produced in plain and calcium-
saturated NaOH, respectively, in an array of 25x2 scratches (Figure 5.9). A replication 
experiment was performed with 50 scratches at 0-50 mN on 3 and 3.4 μm coatings produced in 
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plain and calcium-saturated solutions, respectively, to enable direct comparison of lateral force 
times distance energy consumption calculations. After testing, electron microscopy and image 
and data processing were performed as described in Section 4.3.3.  
 
Figure 5.9. Photograph of 25x2 scratch array on a plain NaOH treated glass specimen. 
 
Once again, careful examination of the electron micrographs, COF magnitude, COF 
standard deviation, and slope of the probe vertical position curve has revealed three critical loads 
for both the plain and calcium-saturated NaOH treatment products. Representative example 
nanoscratch datasets and micrographs are provided in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The author 
encourages readers to download and view additional tests results in the supplementary Appendix 
C, Nanoscratch_Test_Data.zip. 
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Figure 5.10. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for glass treated in calcium-saturated NaOH. 
 
 
Figure 5.11. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace for glass treated in calcium-saturated NaOH. 
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The first critical load is identified when the COF standard deviation reaches its first local 
minimum below approximately 0.05, and then flattens out, which occurs at 70 μm in the example 
in Figure 5.11. Physically, this initial section of the test is associated with the probe pushing 
through the top layer of disordered corrosion products and settling on the ordered products.  
The second critical load occurs when the slope of the probe position approaches or 
reaches zero, which occurs at 110 μm in Figure 5.10. A decrease or local minimum of COF 
standard deviation is usually associated with this behavior, or perhaps 10 to 20 μm earlier in the 
scratch. At this load, most of the ordered product has plastically deformed away from the scratch 
trace, so the probe is near the hard substrate and slows its advance down into the specimen. 
However, upon inspection of the electron micrographs, it appears that a thin layer of coating may 
remain after this critical load.  
Finally, the third critical load is indicated by reduction of the COF mean to either a 
consistent, lower level, or a local minimum at least 20 μm wide. A secondary identifier for this 
critical load is the appearance of dark streaks or spots in the scratch trace micrograph, which 
likely indicates a change in the molecular mass of the imaging target, perhaps due to reaching the 
glass substrate. As a result, this third critical load may represent shearing failure at the interface 
of the glass substrate and the corrosion products. These two indicators occur at 160 μm in the 
example in Figure 5.11. 
 The mean critical loads of the two specimen types are reported with standard deviation 
error bars in Figure 5.12 for the primary (A) and replication (B) tests. As expected, the 
demarcations in the scratch data and traces are not as clear with porous coatings. Despite the 
slightly more subjective selection of critical positions for these specimens, the percentage 
standard deviation of the critical loads is about the same as that of epoxy. This could be the result 
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of increasing the number of tests, or of having better control over coating height across the 
specimen.  
 
Figure 5.12. The means of three critical loads of corrosion products on soda-lime glass with 
standard deviation error bars. 
 
According to the critical load analysis, the probe breaks through the top layer of 
disordered corrosion products (Lc1) at about the same loads for these two types of coatings. 
However, Lc3 is higher for corrosion products from calcium-saturated treatment by around 25%. 
The highest critical load, where the data and micrographs indicated interfacial bond failure, was 
run through the mechanics analysis to determine the maximum contact pressure, Po, the 
maximum shear stress in the applied stress field, τ1, and the work of adhesion, W, of the 
interfaces between soda-lime glass and the two corrosion product types (Table 5.1). Due to the 
higher coating modulus, the contact pressure and maximum shear stress are approximately triple 
what was calculated for epoxy coatings (Table 4.3). However, the work of adhesion is much 
lower, in part due to the lesser magnitude of critical loads, and in part as a result of the shorter 
coating height of the corrosion products. The trend of energy consumption calculated by lateral 
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force times lateral distance closely resembles that of the work of adhesion, wherein the plain 
NaOH treatments exhibited lower energy consumption than the calcium-saturated treatments, 
though the plain treatment energy consumption in the replication experiment approached the 
levels of the calcium-saturated treatments. 
Table 5.1. Calculated mechanical parameters for the interface between soda-lime glass and 
corrosion products from plain and calcium-saturated NaOH treatments. 
  Po (GPa) τ (GPa) W (kJ) Energy Consumed (μJ) 
Plain NaOH (A) 5.53 1.79 1.39 2.38±0.34 
NaOH+Ca (A) 6.08 1.97 2.34 3.47±0.12 
Plain NaOH (B) 5.86 1.90 0.93 3.05±0.10 
NaOH+Ca (B) 6.21 2.01 1.19 3.18±0.19 
 
Ultimately, we see that the nanoscratch test is indeed capable of quantifying an empirical 
difference in bond strength, as observed when scratching the coatings away with tweezers, for 
these porous, discretely crystalline coatings on a smooth, homogeneous substrate. The next and 
final step in this study will be to experiment with a porous, discretely crystalline coating on a 
porous, heterogeneous substrate: MICP products on cement paste.  
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CHAPTER 6 
HEALING EFFICIENCY AND INTERFACIAL BOND STRENGTH OF 
MICROBIALLY-INDUCED CALCIUM CARBONATE PRECIPITATES 
 
 Finally, with a good idea of what happens to a conventional repair material at the 
laboratory scale, and simpler coating-substrate systems in nanoscale tests, we can examine the 
bond between the porous, discretely crystalline coating of MICP repairs and heterogeneous, 
porous substrates of mortar, cement paste, and limestone.  
6.1 Slant shear 
Four cement paste (0.42 w/c) half-cylinders were prepared in 2x4-in. (50x100 mm, 
nominally) molds against the blanks described in Section 3.1.1. The half-cylinders were removed 
from lime-saturated water at 7 days of age and finished using 600 grit sandpaper. Inoculated 
nutrient media was applied to the prepared surfaces of the half-cylinders before rubber-banding 
them together and storing them in a BWWT (Figure 6.1). Externally applied treatments of 2 mL 
of inoculated media were provided daily for 7 days. During testing, all specimens failed 
adhesively while preloading the load frame, resulting in a mean shear bond strength of only 31 
kPa. This is two orders of magnitude weaker than the measured epoxy shear bond strength of 
4.54 MPa. However, due to limited oxygen supply and limited access to treatment fluid near the 
center of the prepared surfaces, it is likely that MICP only occurred around the outside of the 
repaired area. Beam tests with controlled cracks which are fully replenished by daily treatments 
are more likely to produce scientifically relevant results.  
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Figure 6.1. Slant shear cylinders in a BWWT undergoing MICP treatment. 
6.2 Beam tests 
6.2.1 Specimen preparation 
Portland cement mortar beams with dimensions of 2x2x7.75-in. were prepared according 
to the procedures outlined in Section 3.1.2, with a water:cement:sand ratio of 0.42:1:2 and 0.01% 
by volume addition of Grace MicroFibers. Specimens were demolded after 24 hours, stored in a 
moist curing room until 7 days of age, and then notched and cracked to a 90μm CMOD (Figure 
6.2). Specimens were stored in BWWTs throughout a 28 day treatment period, except for brief 
removal for periodic, non-destructive RF measurements. 2mL of treatment fluid was added daily 
to each notch using a 1mL disposable pipette, taking care to avoid cross-contamination of 
bacteria. A matrix of treatment types for all beam sample sets studied in this dissertation was 
provided earlier, in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 6.2. Mortar cracks treated with plain nutrient media (top) and media with bacteria 
(bottom) after 28 days of treatment.  
 
The base nutrient media treatment fluid includes deionized water with 20.0 g/L of yeast 
extract, (Becton, Dickinson and Company, NJ), 10.0 g/L of ammonium sulfate (Fisher Scientific, 
PA), 15.73 g/L of Tris Base buffer (Fisher scientific, PA), and 20 g/L of urea (Fisher Scientific, 
PA). Propagated bacteria from solid media (ATCC 11859 Sporosarcina pasteurii) were 
transferred to liquid media by a sterilized loop and allowed to colonize for 24 hours prior to use 
for treatment. Plain and inoculated media stocks were exchanged for fresh batches every 7 days. 
For some sample sets, 3.675 g/L of calcium chloride dihydrate (Fisher Scientific, PA) was added 
to reach the saturation level of calcium hydroxide in water. Two sample sets treated by media 
and media inoculated with bacteria were stored in BWWTs partially submerged in a 30 °C water 
bath to provide more ideal bacteria growth conditions.  
In order to study the effects of individual components of the nutrient media, additional 
sample sets were treated with plain deionized water and deionized water with 3.675 g/L of 
calcium chloride dihydrate. In order to test the effect of a higher degree of hydration, another set 
of 7 day old beams was cured in limewater at 60 °C for 7 additional days before beginning the 
notching, cracking, and treatment protocols. The increase in degree of hydration due to heat 
curing was not precisely determined.  
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6.2.2 Transverse resonant frequency 
 Mortar beam transverse resonant frequency data collected throughout the treatment 
periods are provided in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, grouped by similarities between sample sets to 
allow for cross-comparison. In Figure 6.3, plain media and media with bacteria treatments 
recover RF on pace with autogenous healing until about 7 days of treatment, when they continue 
to increase while autogenous healing plateaus. Addition of bacteria provides a slight 
improvement over media alone during the second week of treatment. However, there is no 
remarkable improvement indicating that these treatments are capable of quickly healing cracked 
beams to the RF levels of beams without a crack.  
 
Figure 6.3. RF recovery of beams without a crack, beams healed autogenously, and beams 
treated with plain or inoculated nutrient media. 
 
 Adding external calcium to the nutrient media in the form of CaCl2 significantly 
accelerates RF recovery, as seen in Figure 6.4, where the green lines with triangle data points 
recover to 80% after just 2 days of treatment. Increasing the treatment temperature to 30 °C, the 
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ideal temperature at which this bacterium species thrives, actually returns the recovery rate closer 
to the level of treatments utilizing calcium sources from within the mortar. The difference in RF 
just due to temperature change from 25 to 30 °C was measured to be less than 0.5%, which is 
less than the standard deviation of most of the data points in this experiment.  
 
Figure 6.4. RF recovery of beams without a crack, beams healed autogenously, and beams 
treated with plain or inoculated nutrient media including CaCl2. 
 
 Finally, when isolating the deionized water, the rate of recovery follows closely that of 
the first media and bacteria tests, without external calcium or warm treatments (Figure 6.5). If we 
instead add water saturated with CaCl2, recovery is extremely fast to nearly 100%. In an attempt 
to check if this is simply a result of acceleration of unhydrated cement particles in these 
relatively young specimens, a set of beams was heat-cured in limewater at 60 °C to increase the 
degree of hydration, and then notched, cracked, and treated with water saturated with CaCl2. The 
result was an only slightly reduced RF recovery rate, but performing such a test on well-aged or 
steam cured mortar could produce a more drastic change.  
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Figure 6.5. RF recovery of beams treated with plain DI water, DI water with CaCl2, and 
artificially aged beams treated with DI water with CaCl2. 
 
Overall, the RF recovery measurements have demonstrated that addition of calcium 
chloride to the treatment fluid significantly increases RF recovery rates. Treatments utilizing 
internal calcium sources, including DI water treatment, recover on pace with autogenous healing 
until about 7 days of treatment, at which point autogenous healing tapers off. Despite the 
observed changes in recovery rates, the ultimate value of RF recovery after 28 days of treatment 
for all tested treatments, except autogenous healing, was between 95-105%. In addition, the 
variability of RF improvements decreased with treatment time. Ultimately, this method may only 
be useful for monitoring the early stages of healing prior to complete bridging of the cracks by 
repair materials. 
6.2.3 Mechanical tests 
 Following post-treatment destructive testing, data analysis calculated mechanical and 
healing properties according to the TPFM and Indices of Healing methods described in Sections 
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3.1.5 and 3.1.6. Mortar beam healing indices and TPFM parameter recovery ratios are provided 
in Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9, grouped by similarities between sample sets to allow for cross-
comparison. In Figures 6.6 and 6.7, bacteria and media treatments provide significant stiffness 
improvements over autogenous healing, as seen in the IDR and modulus recovery. However, it is 
difficult to identify a trend showing bacteria outperforming media alone outside of the standard 
deviation. Therefore, the components of the nutrient media were isolated to test their effects 
individually.  
 
Figure 6.6. Means of indices of load recovery, damage recovery, and crack healing for 
autogenous healing and treatments of nutrient media. 
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Figure 6.7. Means of E, KIc, and CTODc recovery for autogenous healing and treatments of 
nutrient media. 
 
 In Figures 6.8 and 6.9, beams healed by MICP with external calcium do outperform plain 
water in every parameter except KIc recovery. However, the results from treatments of water 
containing CaCl2 indicate that much of the recovery of media and bacteria treatments likely 
stems from these components of the treatment fluid. Interestingly, treating with water alone 
results in similar healing indices and mechanical property recovery as treating with water 
containing CaCl2, but in the RF results, DI water took over a week longer to reach 95% RF 
recovery. It was hypothesized that the CaCl2 is accelerating the hydration of remaining 
unhydrated cement that is exposed in the crack, but beams aged in 60 °C limewater prior to 
treatment actually performed even better in the healing parameters, using the pre-crack, aged 
properties at 14 days as a basis.  
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Figure 6.8. Means of indices of load recovery, damage recovery, and crack healing for isolated 
components and benchmark treatments. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Means of E, KIc, and CTODc recovery for isolated components and benchmark 
treatments. 
 
 There are at least two feasible explanations for why bacteria could not outperform water 
containing CaCl2 in mechanical testing: Either the MICP products do not bond well with the base 
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material, or the bacteria were not producing enough products in the cracks to make a significant 
impact on mechanical properties. In other experiments performed by colleagues in this research 
program, it was determined that oxygen availability is a significant factor triggering urea 
metabolism in this species, and therefore encouraging MICP. It is possible that bacteria deep 
within the cracks were starved of oxygen, and so did not produce abundant calcium carbonate. 
Other challenges in these mortars could include biological or chemical contamination or 
competition. Optimizing MICP in real mortar cracks is outside the scope of this dissertation, so it 
is important for future investigators to explore this issue.  
While the beam tests offer discouraging results for the unoptimized bacteria-based 
treatment conditions studied here, they do not provide a complete negative argument against the 
mechanical bonding capabilities of MICP and cementitious materials under ideal conditions. In 
order to thoroughly test their interaction, we must further isolate the interfacial bond and 
improve the growth rate of bacteria and precipitates directly on cement paste.  
6.3 Nanoscale tests 
6.3.1 Specimen preparation 
In an effort to alleviate the challenges and complications of MICP trials in the laboratory 
during the early stages of studying calcium carbonate deposits on cementitious materials, an 
attempt was made to chemically deposit vaterite on prepared limestone aggregate and a glass 
coverslip following the method of Sato and Matsuda [1969]. Limestone was chosen since it is a 
common aggregate used in concretes across the world, and because the calcium carbonate in its 
chemical composition may provide seeds for MICP deposition. The soda-lime glass coverslip 
was intended to represent siliceous aggregates, such as river sand or standard Ottawa silica sand. 
Homogeneous nucleation dominated the reaction and the precipitate sediments were easily rinsed 
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away from the surfaces of the substrates (Figure 6.10). To improve chemical deposition of 
calcium carbonate on cementitious materials and aggregates, heterogeneous nucleation on the 
substrates should be encouraged, possibly by a combination of lower reactant concentrations, 
higher temperature, and stronger pH or pOH.   
  
Figure 6.10. Homogeneous nucleation of vaterite and sedimentation on prepared limestone. 
The next attempt at specimen preparation involved 0.42 w/c cement paste, which was 
hydrated in lime-saturated water for over 1 year, mounted and prepared as described in Section 
3.2.2, and then treated alongside the media+Ca and w/bacteria+Ca mortar beams in BWWTs 
(Figure 6.11). In just 3 days, the bacteria produced a significant deposit of over 100 μm in height, 
while the media alone left behind residual yeast extract and sparse deposits from atmospheric 
carbonation. Additional specimens were treated alongside the w/bacteria+Ca+30C beams (Figure 
6.12). In this case, the bacteria produced only a thin layer of calcium carbonate, even after 
extending the treatment period to 7 days. This difference in deposition rate could explain why RF 
recovered much slower in beam specimens treated at 30 °C. 
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Figure 6.11. Prepared cement paste treated with plain (left) or inoculated (right) media 
containing CaCl2 and stored in a BWWT at 25 °C. 
 
 
Figure 6.12. Prepared cement paste treated with inoculated media containing CaCl2 and stored in 
a BWWT at 30 °C. 
 
Considering the relatively extreme thickness and nonuniformity of coatings produced by 
pipetting of nutrient media and bacteria, prepared cement paste and limestone (Figure 6.13) were 
instead mounted to microscope slides using quick-setting two-part epoxy (Henkel Corporation, 
OH) and placed on the bottom of flasks during a routine bacteria colonization experiment. Flasks 
were shaken at 200 revolutions per minute, so the products of MICP could not simply sediment 
on the surface due to gravity. After three days of treatment, a thin coating of calcium carbonate 
was produced on the surfaces, though there remained some nonuniformity (Figures 6.14 and 
6.15). The specimens were washed by immersion in 1 M NaOH for 10 minutes after treatment. 
Finally, a relatively uniform growth region was selected for scratch testing.  
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Figure 6.13. Prepared surfaces of cement paste and limestone which were mounted to glass 
microscope slides and submerged in growth media. 
 
 
Figure 6.14. Visible growth of calcium carbonate after MICP treatment. White box indicates the 
selected region of nanoscratch testing. 
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Figure 6.15. Representative micrograph of MICP deposits near the beginning of a scratch test.  
 
6.3.2 Nanoscratch 
 Following the protocol and load function in Section 3.2.1, a primary experiment (A) 
studied 30 individual scratch tests on each of the cement paste and limestone substrates. Half of 
the tests on each substrate progressively increased vertical load between 0-50 mN, while the 
other half loaded the specimens between 0-150 mN. A replication experiment (B) involved 25 
scratches between 0-150 mN on each of two cement paste substrates treated in the same flask. 
Just as in previous chapters, the electron micrographs of scratch traces, smoothed magnitude of 
COF, standard deviation of COF, and slope of probe position were examined to identify critical 
loads of MICP deposits on cement paste and limestone. Example datasets are provided in Figures 
6.16, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19. The author encourages readers to download and view additional tests 
results in the supplementary Appendix C, Nanoscratch_Test_Data.zip. 
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Figure 6.16. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for MICP on cement paste.  
 
 
Figure 6.17. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace for MICP on cement paste. 
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Figure 6.18. Probe vertical position (black), smoothed position (pink), and windows of position 
slope at 500 (blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph 
of the scratch trace for MICP on limestone. 
 
 
Figure 6.19. COF (black), smoothed COF (pink), and windows of COF standard deviation at 500 
(blue), 1,000 (green), and 1,500 (red) data points along with an electron micrograph of the 
scratch trace for MICP on limestone. 
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Similarly to the porous coating studied in Chapter 5, three critical loads were identified 
for the cement paste substrate. The first critical load, associated with clearing away the loose 
particles above the substrate, occurs when the COF standard deviation reaches its first local 
minimum. In the example in Figure 6.17, this occurs at 30 μm into the scratch length. Most of 
the 30 scratches pushed vertically through approximately 5-10 μm of the loose coating before 
settling down near the substrate. The first critical loads of all 30 scratches were considered in the 
mean reported in Figure 6.20.  
The second critical load for cement paste, occurring at 70 μm in the example, is identified 
by a local maximum of COF standard deviation, after which the COF standard deviation 
oscillates around a lower level. Reliable indicators could not be identified in the position slope, 
mean COF, or micrographs to verify this point, so subjective biases may affect its selected value. 
Additionally, this critical load could not be identified in the first 15 scratches at lesser loads. 
Since the region between the second and third critical loads exhibits a gradually decreasing probe 
position, the second critical load could be associated with initiation of plastic deformation of the 
MICP products which are bonded to the substrate, or perhaps of a thin, carbonated layer of the 
substrate material, or a combination of the two.  
Finally, the third critical load of MICP on cement paste has three indicators: The slope of 
probe position approaches zero, the mean COF jumps to 0.5, and cracks begin to appear in the 
micrograph at the edges of the scratch trace. This occurs at 180 μm in the example. Since the 
probe reaches a much harder material and slows its rate of descent into the specimen, this critical 
load likely represents failure of the interface between MICP products and cement paste, whether 
or not there is a thin, carbonated layer of cement paste included in such an interface.  
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 The scratch behavior of the limestone substrate was dominated by its porosity. One of the 
smoothest examples is provided in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, yet there is almost no discernable 
change in the failure behavior that cannot be attributed to porosity. Some of the scratches 
between 0-150 mN, including the example provided here, seem to start with a COF of around 
0.25, and later exhibit a COF around 0.4, but it is never possible to determine at precisely which 
load this change occurs. As a result, the limestone substrate must be omitted from the analysis 
going forward.  
 
Figure 6.20. The means of three critical loads of epoxy and MICP on cement paste with standard 
deviation error bars. 
 
 The highest critical load, interpreted as the load of interfacial failure, was used to 
determine the maximum contact pressure, Po, the maximum shear stress in the applied stress 
field, τ1, and the work of adhesion, W, of the interface between MICP and cement paste (Table 
6.1). Literature values for the elastic mechanical properties of calcite were used in these 
calculations (elastic modulus = 84.6 GPa, by way of Lamé conversion of shear and bulk moduli 
of 79 and 32 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio = 0.32 [Lin 2013]). Since the porous MICP coating is far 
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from a single crystal of calcite, the calculated mechanical parameters may be artificially inflated 
by using the literature value for calcite elastic modulus.  
Table 6.1. Calculated mechanical parameters for the interface between cement paste and epoxy 
or MICP. 
  Po (GPa) τ (GPa) W (kJ) Energy Consumed (μJ) 
Epoxy (B, N=50) 1.84 0.549 7.36 11.1±0.4 
MICP (A, N=15) 19.6 5.98 4.81 8.77±0.42 
MICP (B, N=50) 18.3 5.60 3.16 8.64±0.39 
 
6.4 Comparison with epoxy benchmarks 
Earlier in this chapter, epoxy results have been presented alongside those of MICP in 
Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 6.20, and Table 6.1, but not discussed in depth. This 
section will now put these comparisons into perspective, as the principal goal of this dissertation 
is to determine whether the tests used in this study can adequately compare the mechanical 
capabilities of MICP repairs and a conventional repair.  
In resonant frequency tests, both MICP and epoxy achieved greater recovery than 
autogenous healing, and at a faster rate. The key difference was that epoxy reached 100% 
recovery within just a day, considerably quicker than MICP, which required between 10-14 days 
to approach 100% recovery. However, it is difficult to draw a direct comparison between epoxy 
and MICP in this test. Calcium-rich water, a component of the MICP treatment fluid, also 
achieved 100% recovery in only 3 days, so it is possible that MICP was not the cause of RF 
recovery in beams treated with bacteria.  
A similar story is told by the mechanical test results. The stiffness recovery, shown by 
IDR and elastic modulus recovery, of beams treated with MICP and epoxy were similar, yet 
overwhelmingly greater than the autogenously healed beams. Also, the epoxy and MICP 
treatments provided measurable load recovery, with the epoxy significantly outperforming 
MICP, whereas autogenous healing exhibited a negative ILR. Epoxy made much larger 
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improvements than water-based treatments in KIc recovery and ICH. However, calcium-rich 
water was capable of approaching or exceeding the healing capabilities of treatments with 
bacteria in all parameters, so it is difficult to draw a direct comparison between epoxy and MICP.  
 The nanoscale test specimen preparation more readily produced and isolated deposits 
from MICP. In Figure 6.20, the first two critical loads of MICP on cement paste are much lower 
than those of epoxy. The third critical loads, which are associated with interface failure, are 
actually comparable when considering the standard deviation. When we transform the critical 
loads into interfacial mechanical properties, MICP comes out far ahead of epoxy in shear 
strength by a factor of ten, but lags behind in specific energy consumption with only about half 
of the work of adhesion. The calculated energy consumption during scratching was only about 
25% higher for epoxy than MICP. The critical contact pressure and maximum shear stress of 
MICP are driven higher by the relatively stiff elastic modulus of calcite, which does not consider 
the porosity of MICP coatings. However, even halving the input elastic modulus of calcium 
carbonate in the calculation only approximately halves the first three parameters in Table 6.1, 
which still leaves the critical contact pressure and maximum shear stress well above the levels of 
the epoxy coating.  
Overall, we see evidence here that MICP is capable of bonding well with a cementitious 
substrate under ideal growth conditions, and that the nanoscratch test is capable of quantifying 
differences in adhesion properties from a conventional repair. We may simply need to optimize 
growth in a real crack on the laboratory scale in order to see strong global mechanical property 
recovery.  
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 Motivated by carbon emissions and aging infrastructure challenges in the concrete 
industry, researchers are in the process of developing MICP into a sustainable repair technique. 
Several articles in the literature have demonstrated the abilities of MICP to fill or seal cracks in 
cementitious materials. However, few have properly examined the potential for mechanical 
property healing by this technique. This dissertation attempted to quantify the mechanical 
healing of MICP using laboratory scale tests, which involved resonant frequency measurements 
and notched beam bending, and nanoscale tests, including indentation and scratching. 
Benchmark properties were determined for a conventional, commercially available repair epoxy. 
A simplified model material system of C–S–H corrosion products on soda-lime glass was used to 
ease the transition of nanoscratch tests into the more complicated systems of MICP on cement 
paste and limestone.  
 In resonant frequency testing, all sample sets of different beam treatments, except 
autogenous healing, recovered to nearly 100% of their pre-cracked RF after treatment. Since the 
difference between recoveries is small after about 14 days, this test is best for non-destructively 
quantifying healing in the early stages of treatment. Care should be taken to determine the effects 
and artifacts of slow dynamics and nonlinearity in tests at very early treatment times. There were 
notable differences in the rates at which cracked beams recovered. Beams treated with epoxy 
recovered to 100% within just one day. MICP treatments required 10-14 days to approach 100% 
healing, while water containing CaCl2, a component of the MICP treatment, took only 3 days on 
its own. As a result, it is difficult to conclude that the RF recovery of beams treated with bacteria 
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was caused by MICP, when the calcium-rich water performed so well on its own, perhaps by 
accelerating the remaining unhydrated cement in the beams.  
 Beam mechanical test results exhibited more disparity across autogenous, MICP, and 
epoxy treatments. An empirical model of unloading slope against unloading load during crack 
generation was developed to simplify the Indices of Healing test method by averting the need for 
fatigue cycles of every beam. It was determined from early tests on autogenously healed beams 
and beams treated with deionized water that the CTODc recovery parameter from TPFM 
analysis is not useful for quantification of healing. The trend of ICH across sample sets closely 
resembles that of KIc recovery, and the IDR and modulus recovery are closely correlated. 
Considering also that the data analysis to arrive at the indices of healing is relatively simple, we 
can conclude that this method is superior to the TPFM when characterizing the mechanics of 
notched beam healing.  
The healing indices ILR, IDR, and ICH were able to express vastly different levels of 
mechanical property recovery, from the high performance of the epoxy studied here, down to the 
minimal effects of autogenous healing. Treatments using epoxy vastly outperformed both MICP 
and calcium-saturated water, nearly achieving the performance of a beam which was not cracked 
prior to the treatment period. Standard deviation of 15-20% made it difficult to identify the best 
results among the water-based treatment pool in this study, which was strongly influenced by the 
CaCl2 in the treatment fluids. As with the RF tests, MICP treatments did not consistently 
outperform a simple addition of calcium ions in water. In future work, the laboratory-scale tests 
could be repeated with steam cured, higher w/c, or much older mortar containing a smaller 
amount of unhydrated cement in order to reduce the influence of CaCl2 and magnify the effects 
of MICP.  
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While bulk properties often dominate laboratory scale tests, thus forcing indirect analysis 
of individual component bond strengths, nanomechanical characterization can better isolate 
interfaces for direct evaluation. In this dissertation, nanoscratch testing measured a strong bond 
between epoxy and cement paste and a weaker bond between epoxy and limestone, confirming 
the validity of the test for porous, heterogeneous substrates. However, it is important to choose a 
probe radius much larger than the substrate features, as porosity sometimes dominated the 
scratch behavior on limestone substrates. In addition, nanoscratch tests were used to quantify a 
difference in bond strength between soda-lime glass corrosion products generated in plain 1 M 
NaOH solution and 1 M NaOH with excess calcium. The results agreed with an empirical 
observation on the laboratory scale when using tweezers to scrape the two coatings away from 
the substrate. Therefore, it was determined that the scratch test is capable of producing 
meaningful results for porous, discretely crystalline coatings, especially when utilizing the novel 
moving average analysis methods developed in this work.  
The nanoscratch test results from epoxy and MICP on cement paste substrates could be 
considered in several ways. Looking directly at the third critical loads, it appears that the 
interfacial bond strength between cement paste and MICP can come within the standard 
deviation of the epoxy bond strength. When considering the elastic properties of the coatings to 
calculate the maximum shear stress applied by the probe, MICP coatings are actually 10 times 
stronger than epoxy coatings. However, the work of adhesion of MICP coatings is only half of 
what was calculated for epoxy. Considering these results, we can conclude that MICP is capable 
of competing with epoxy as a mechanical repair. Nevertheless, in notched beam testing, MICP 
struggled to surpass accelerated autogenous healing. Future work should attempt to improve 
growth conditions in a real crack in order to encourage a higher quantity of more strongly 
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bonded MICP. Potential variables include oxygen provisioning, crack width, crack surface 
roughness, and degree of hydration of the base mortar.  
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APPENDIX A 
MATLAB CODE 
A.1 beamfreq.m – Resonant frequency analysis 
% This program prompts the user to select voltage signal files, performs a  
% fast Fourier transform on the data, and plots the frequency domain signal  
% along with a list of the 30 strongest peaks in the signal. The user must  
% select which is the fundamental peak. This selection is stored until all of the 
% chosen files are analyzed, then they are output together into one .CSV file. 
 
clear all; close all; clc; 
% make a list of filenames 
[filelist,foldername]=uigetfile('*.txt','Select the data files','multiselect','on'); 
descriptor=input('Description of beams?: ', 's'); % later used as output name 
foo=size(filelist); % get the number of data folders 
numfiles=foo(2); 
 
% Convert data to frequency domain and plot it 
for i=1:(numfiles) 
    % load the waveform into signal 
    datapath=[foldername,char(filelist(i))]; 
    signal=importdata(datapath,','); 
    % split into time and voltage vectors 
    time=signal(:,1); 
    voltage=signal(:,2); 
    % compute amplitude spectrum with fft to remove noise 
    amplitude=abs(fft(voltage)); 
    % Determine spectral line spacing 
    signalduration=time(end); 
    spectralinespacing=1/signalduration; 
    frequency=(0.001*spectralinespacing*(0:length(time)-1)); 
    frequency=transpose(frequency); 
    % plot and format 
    h=plot(frequency,amplitude,'LineWidth',1); 
    set(h(1),'DisplayName',[descriptor,' ',char(filelist(i))]); 
    v=axis; 
    axis([0 20 v(3) v(4)]); 
    legend('show','Location','NorthOutside','Orientation','vertical'); 
    xlabel('Frequency (kHz)'); 
    ylabel('Amplitude (a.u.)'); 
    % save the frequency domain plot 
    filename=char(filelist(i)); 
    saveas(h,['spectrum plots\',descriptor,' ',filename(1:end-4)],'tif'); 
     
    % Determine peaks and ask the user which is fundamental 
    numpeaks=30; 
    A=linspace(1,numpeaks,numpeaks); 
    [pks,locs]=findpeaks(amplitude(1:2000),'SortStr','descend','NPeaks',numpeaks); 
    [A',frequency(locs)] 
    text(frequency(locs)+.05,pks,num2str(frequency(locs))); 
    peakid=input('Choose peak ID (Press enter to use first peak): ','s'); 
    if isempty(peakid)==true 
 peakid=1; 
    else 
        peakid=str2double(peakid); 
    end 
    fundfreq(i,1)=frequency(locs(peakid)); 
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    %fundfreq(i,2)=pks(peakid); % use this line to store amplitude as well 
end 
 
% output to file for 3, 6, or 12 beams in a set 
indexinit=1; 
column=0; 
for i=1:numfiles 
 remainder=mod(i-1,5); 
 if remainder==0 
 indexinit=1; 
 column=column+1; 
 end 
printfreq(indexinit,column)=fundfreq(i); 
indexinit=indexinit+1; 
end 
howbig=size(printfreq); 
numcols=howbig(2); 
outfile=fopen('matlab outfile.csv','a'); 
fprintf(outfile,['\n',descriptor,'\n']); 
if numcols==3 
for i=1:5 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,%d,%d\n'],printfreq(i,1),printfreq(i,2),printfreq(i,3)); 
end 
end 
if numcols==6 
for i=1:5 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n'],printfreq(i,1),printfreq(i,2),printfreq(i,3),printfreq(i,4),printfreq(i,5),printfreq
(i,6)); 
end 
end 
if numcols==12 
for i=1:5 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d\n'],printfreq(i,1),printfreq(i,2),printfreq(i,3),printfreq(i,4
),printfreq(i,5),printfreq(i,6),printfreq(i,7),printfreq(i,8),printfreq(i,9),printfreq(i,10),printfreq(i,11),printfreq(i,12)); 
end 
end 
fprintf(['\nDone! Check "matlab outfile.csv" for RF results.\n']); 
fclose('all'); 
 
A.2 healingmechanics.m – TPFM analysis 
% Base SI units used throughout the script (m, N, g, etc) 
% 
% Setup "SpecimenDimensions.csv" in the folder of 
% interest before beginning this script (with mm measurements!!). 
% 
% The file "matlab output.csv" should be in the same root folder as this script. 
% This script will append data to the end of that file. 
 
format shortEng  % show scientific numbers with factor of 3 exponent 
clear % clear all vars 
 
% persistent variables: 
ho=0.04*25.4e-3;    % knife edge thickness - you may need to change this! 
span=0.178;     % lower span - Check for accuracy! 
uspan=0;     % upper span - Check for accuracy! (Set to 0 for 3-pt) 
Wh=11.28;         % self-weight in N (for a 1.15kg specimen, nearly negligible anyway) 
% percentage of max load to take Si and Su slopes, but the script will allow you to change this on the fly  
llowp=0.20; 
lhighp=0.50; 
uhighp=0.80; 
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ulowp=0.20; 
 
        % BEGIN FOLDER AND FILE IDENTIFICATION 
 
[loadfilelist,loadfolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING files','multiselect','on'); 
[unloadfilelist,unloadfolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING files','multiselect','on'); 
[dimensionsfile,dimensionsfolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the Specimen Dimensions file','multiselect','off'); 
foo=size(loadfilelist); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
pause=input('\nFolder Identification done. Press enter to keep going...','s'); 
 
 % BEGIN GATHERING DATA 
 
% Initialize variable arrays with 0 
maxload=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
maxindex=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
KIc=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
CTODc=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
E=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
flexstr=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
ao=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
ac=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
 
for i=1:numfiles % loop over numfiles specimens, running each through the maxload and slope analysis 
    % grab specimen dimensions and calculate initial alpha parameter 
    dim=importdata([dimensionsfolder,dimensionsfile],',',1); 
    b=dim.data(i,5); 
    t=dim.data(i,6); 
    ao(i)=b-dim.data(i,7); % equation using sawcut notch measurement  
    input(['\nGot beam ',char(dim.textdata((i+1),1)),' dimensions ',num2str(b),', ',num2str(t),', ',num2str(ao(i)),' from infile.\nPress 
enter to continue...']) 
    b=b*1e-3;  % convert to meters 
    t=t*1e-3 ; % convert to meters 
    ao(i)=ao(i)*1e-3;  % convert to meters 
    alphao=(ao(i)+ho)/(b+ho);  
 
    % determining peak load from loading file i 
    fprintf(['\nNow plotting beam ',char(dim.textdata((i+1),1)),' loading to determine Si...\n']); 
    ldatapath=[loadfolder,char(loadfilelist(i))]; 
    ldata=importdata(ldatapath,',',33); 
    [maxload(i),maxindex(i)]=min(ldata.data(:,3)); 
    maxload(i)=maxload(i)*-1; 
     
    % determining compliance from loading input file i 
    rsquare=0;     
    proceed=1; 
    x=-0.001*ldata.data(:,5); % grab x values from columns 
    y=-ldata.data(:,3); % grab y values from columns 
    % find the index of the maxload percentages 
    [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y(1:maxindex(i))-(maxload(i)*llowp))); 
    [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y(1:maxindex(i))-(maxload(i)*lhighp))); 
      
 % Now we draw the calculated loading slope over the actual test data to visually confirm agreement.  
 % The user can move the calculated region up or down or use more or less data using the prompt.  
    while proceed>0 
           % plot all of the data 
           plot(x(1:end),y(1:end),'LineWidth',2); 
           hold on 
           % linear polynomial fit of chosen percentage points 
           [p,s]=polyfit(x(ctaind:ctbind),y(ctaind:ctbind),1); 
           % plot the fit on top of data 
           plot([x(1) x(ctbind)],[(p(1)*x(1)+p(2)) (p(1)*x(ctbind)+p(2))],'LineWidth',2,'Color','red'); 
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           hold off 
           rsquare=1-det(corrcoef(y(ctaind:ctbind),polyval(p,x(ctaind:ctbind)))); 
           % Ask the user if this slope and R^2 is okay? 
 proceed=input(['\nBeam ',char(dim.textdata((i+1),1)),' Si=',num2str(p(1)),' R^2=',num2str(rsquare),'.','\nEnter to 
continue, 1 to shift down, 2 to shift up, 3 for narrower, 4 for wider, 5 for default: ']); 
 if isempty(proceed) 
    proceed=0; 
       end 
       if proceed==1 && ctaind-5>0 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==2 && ctbind+5<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==3 && ctaind+5<ctbind-5 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==4 && ctaind-5>0 && ctbind<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==5 
           [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y(1:maxindex(i))-(maxload(i)*llowp))); 
           [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y(1:maxindex(i))-(maxload(i)*lhighp))); 
       end 
    end 
    Si(i)=p(1); % Set loading compliance to the slope in this step 
     
    % determining compliance from unloading input file 
    fprintf(['\nNow plotting beam ',char(dim.textdata((i+1),1)),' unloading to determine Su...\n']); 
    udatapath=[unloadfolder,char(unloadfilelist(i))]; 
    udata=importdata(udatapath,',',27); 
    [maxloadfromul(i),maxindexfromul(i)]=min(udata.data(:,3)); 
    maxloadfromul(i)=maxloadfromul(i)*-1; 
    rsquare=0; 
    proceed=1; 
    x=-0.001*udata.data(:,4); % grab x values from columns 
    y=-udata.data(:,3); % grab y values from columns 
    [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*lhighp))); 
    [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*llowp))); 
     
    % Same as before, plotting the calculated unloading slope with options to change the region.  
    while proceed>0 
           plot(x(1:end),y(1:end),'LineWidth',2); 
           hold on 
           % linear polynomial fit of chosen percentages 
           [p,s]=polyfit(x(ctaind:ctbind),y(ctaind:ctbind),1); 
           % plot the fit on top of data 
           plot([x(1) x(ctbind)],[(p(1)*x(1)+p(2)) (p(1)*x(ctbind)+p(2))],'LineWidth',2,'Color','red'); 
           hold off 
           rsquare=1-det(corrcoef(y(ctaind:ctbind),polyval(p,x(ctaind:ctbind)))); 
           % Ask the user if this slope and R^2 is okay? 
 proceed=input(['\nBeam ',char(dim.textdata((i+1),1)),' Su=',num2str(p(1)),' R^2=',num2str(rsquare),'.','\nEnter to 
continue, 1 to shift down, 2 to shift up, 3 for narrower, 4 for wider, 5 for default: ']); 
 if isempty(proceed) 
    proceed=0; 
       end 
       if proceed==1 && ctaind-5>0 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
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           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==2 && ctbind+5<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==3 && ctaind+5<ctbind-5 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==4 && ctaind-5>0 && ctbind<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==5 
           [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*llowp))); 
    [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*lhighp))); 
       end 
    end 
    Su(i)=p(1);  % Set unloading compliance to the slope in this step 
    if i==numfiles 
    fprintf(['\nDone! Check "matlab outfile.csv" for TPFM results.\n']);     
    else 
    fprintf(['\nOkay, moving on to beam ',num2str([i+1]),' of ',num2str(numfiles),' in this folder...\n']); 
    end 
     
        % BEGIN MECHANICS CALCULATIONS 
     
    % Moment in the center section of the beam (bending theory) 
    M=(maxload(i)+Wh/2)/2*(span/2-uspan/2);   
    % Stress at the bottom of the center section of the beam (M*y/I) 
    sigma=6*M/(b^2*t); 
    % calculation of flexural strength 
    flexstr(i)=3*maxload(i)*(span-uspan)/(2*t*b^2); 
     
    % Calculation of ac from Jenq/Shah method and Tada/Paris/Irwin geometric equations 
    % NOTE these geometric equations are for either pure bending at the notch (4 point) or 3 point bending.   
    % These equations therefore do not match up with Jenq/Shah for 4pt!  
     
 % gtwoo=0.8-1.7*alphao+2.4*alphao^2+0.66/(1-alphao)^2; % 4pt 
    gtwoo=0.76-2.28*alphao+3.87*alphao^2-2.04*alphao^3+0.66/(1-alphao)^2; % 3pt 
    syms acholder; % symbolic holder for ac so we can use solver later 
    alphac=(acholder+ho)/(b+ho); 
 % gtwoc=0.8-1.7*alphac+2.4*alphac^2+0.66/(1-alphac)^2; % 4pt 
    gtwoc=0.76-2.28*alphac+3.87*alphac^2-2.04*alphac^3+0.66/(1-alphac)^2; % 3pt 
    accalc=solve(acholder==ao(i)*Si(i)/Su(i)*gtwoo/gtwoc,acholder); 
    ac(i)=accalc(2); 
    % Update alphac and gtwoc to numerical value for later E calculation 
    alphac=(ac(i)+ho)/(b+ho); 
 % gtwoc=0.8-1.7*alphac+2.4*alphac^2+0.66/(1-alphac)^2; % 4pt 
    gtwoc=0.76-2.28*alphac+3.87*alphac^2-2.04*alphac^3+0.66/(1-alphac)^2; % 3pt 
     
    % Equation for KIc from Tada/Paris/Irwin for pure bending (4 point) or 3pt 
    acb=ac(i)/b; 
 % goneacb=1.122-1.40*acb+7.33*acb^2-13.08*acb^3+14.0*acb^4 %4pt 
    goneacb=(1.99-acb*(1-acb)*(2.15-3.93*acb+2.7*acb^2))/(sqrt(pi)*(1+2*acb)*(1-acb)^(3/2)); % 3pt 
    KIc(i)=sigma*sqrt(pi()*ac(i))*goneacb; 
     
    % calculation of CTODc from Jenq/Shah 
    betao=ao(i)/ac(i);  % Note that betao > 1 results in imaginary CTODc!  
 % gtwoacb=0.8-1.7*acb+2.4*acb^2+0.66/(1-acb)^2; % 4pt 
    gtwoacb=0.76-2.28*acb+3.87*acb^2-2.04*acb^3+0.66/(1-acb)^2; % 3pt 
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    % Determination of elastic modulus 
    E(i)=6*(span-uspan)*ao(i)*gtwoo*Si(i)/(b^2*t); 
    CTODc(i)=4*sigma*ac(i)*gtwoacb/E(i)*sqrt((1-betao)^2+(1.081-1.149*acb)*(betao-betao^2)); 
end 
        
       % BEGIN OUTFILE PRINTING 
         
outfile=fopen('matlab outfile.csv','a'); 
fprintf(outfile,['\n%s\n%s\n'],loadfolder,unloadfolder); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',ao(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'ao\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',ac(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'ac\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],Si(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'Si\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],Su(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'Su\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],maxload(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'maxload\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],flexstr(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'flexstr\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],E(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'E\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],KIc(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'KIc\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,['%d,'],CTODc(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'CTODc\n'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
A.3 healingutwosu.m – Determine unloading stiffness after damage 
format shortEng  % show scientific numbers with factor of 3 exponent 
clear % clear all vars 
 
% percentage of max load to take Si and Su slopes, but the script will allow you to change this on the fly  
llowp=0.20; 
lhighp=0.50; 
uhighp=0.80; 
ulowp=0.20; 
  
% get a list of tests and dimensions 
[utwofilelist,utwofolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING 2 files','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(utwofilelist); % get the number of data files 
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numfiles=foo(2); 
 
pause=input('\nFolder Identification done. Press enter to keep going...','s'); 
 
 for i=1:numfiles 
  utwodatapath=[utwofolder,char(utwofilelist(i))]; 
  utwodata=importdata(utwodatapath,',',27); 
  rsquare=0; 
  proceed=1; 
  x=-0.001*utwodata.data(:,4); % grab x values from columns 
  y=-utwodata.data(:,3); % grab y values from columns 
  [maxloadfromul(i),maxindexfromul(i)]=min(utwodata.data(:,3)); 
  maxloadfromul(i)=maxloadfromul(i)*-1; 
  [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*lhighp))); 
  [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*llowp))); 
 while proceed>0 
           plot(x(1:end),y(1:end),'LineWidth',2); 
           hold on 
           % linear polynomial fit of chosen percentages 
           [p,s]=polyfit(x(ctaind:ctbind),y(ctaind:ctbind),1); 
           % plot the fit on top of data 
           plot([x(1) x(ctbind)],[(p(1)*x(1)+p(2)) (p(1)*x(ctbind)+p(2))],'LineWidth',2,'Color','red'); 
           hold off 
           rsquare=1-det(corrcoef(y(ctaind:ctbind),polyval(p,x(ctaind:ctbind)))); 
           % Ask the user if this slope and R^2 is okay? 
 proceed=input(['\nBeam Su=',num2str(p(1)),' R^2=',num2str(rsquare),'.','\nEnter to continue, 1 to shift down, 2 to shift 
up, 3 for narrower, 4 for wider, 5 for default: ']); 
 if isempty(proceed) 
    proceed=0; 
       end 
       if proceed==1 && ctaind-5>0 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==2 && ctbind+5<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==3 && ctaind+5<ctbind-5 
           ctaind=ctaind+5; 
           ctbind=ctbind-5; 
       end 
       if proceed==4 && ctaind-5>0 && ctbind<length(x) 
           ctaind=ctaind-5; 
           ctbind=ctbind+5; 
       end 
       if proceed==5 
           [ctaval,ctaind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*llowp))); 
    [ctbval,ctbind]=min(abs(y-(maxloadfromul(i)*lhighp))); 
       end 
    end 
    Suutwo(i)=p(1);  % Set unloading compliance to the slope in this step 
 end  
  % Next beam or all done 
    if i==numfiles 
    fprintf(['\nDone! Check "matlab outfile.csv" for Su U2 results.\n']);     
    else 
    fprintf(['\nOkay, moving on to beam ',num2str([i+1]),' of ',num2str(numfiles),' in this folder...\n']); 
    end 
        
       % BEGIN OUTFILE PRINTING 
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outfile=fopen('matlab outfile.csv','a'); 
fprintf(outfile,['\n%s\n'],utwofolder); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',Suutwo(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'Suutwo\n'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
A.4 healingeffcod.m – Determine effective healed CMOD 
format shortEng  % show scientific numbers with factor of 3 exponent 
clear % clear all vars 
 
% percentage of max load to take Si and Su slopes, but the script will allow you to change this on the fly  
llowp=0.20; 
lhighp=0.50; 
uhighp=0.80; 
ulowp=0.20; 
 
        % BEGIN FOLDER AND FILE IDENTIFICATION 
  
% get a list of tests and dimensions 
[loadtwofilelist,loadtwofolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING 2 files','multiselect','on'); 
[loadthreefilelist,loadthreefolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING 3 files','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(loadtwofilelist); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
proceed=input('\nAre there U2 files? 1 for yes, 0 for no: '); 
if proceed == 0 
 utwoendcod(1:numfiles)=input('\nInput an ending COD assumption in microns: '); 
 utwoendcod=utwoendcod*10^-6; 
end 
if proceed == 1 
 [utwofilelist,utwofolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING 2 files','multiselect','on'); 
 for i=1:numfiles 
  utwodatapath=[utwofolder,char(utwofilelist(i))]; 
  utwodata=importdata(utwodatapath,',',27); 
  utwoendcod(i)=min(-0.001*utwodata.data(:,4)); 
 end 
end 
pause=input('\nFolder Identification done. Press enter to keep going...','s'); 
 
 % BEGIN DATA PROCESSING 
 
% Initialize variable arrays with 0 
maxload=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
maxindex=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
 
for i=1:numfiles % loop over numfiles specimens, running each through the analysis 
    % determining peak load from L3 file i 
    ldatapath=[loadthreefolder,char(loadthreefilelist(i))]; 
    ldata=importdata(ldatapath,',',33); 
    [maxload(i),maxindex(i)]=min(ldata.data(:,3)); 
    maxload(i)=maxload(i)*-1; 
     
    % Determine effective Su from virgin beam multiple-unload curve fit 
     
    codcalcslope(i)=40.993*maxload(i)^2+15538*maxload(i)+378539; 
 
    % Now load L2 file and determine where the L3 maxload meets it  
     
    fprintf(['\nNow finding effective COD...\n']); 
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    ldatapath=[loadtwofolder,char(loadtwofilelist(i))]; 
    ldata=importdata(ldatapath,',',33); 
    x=-0.001*ldata.data(:,5); % grab x values from columns 
    y=-ldata.data(:,3); % grab y values from columns 
    [maxloadtwo(i),maxindextwo(i)]=min(ldata.data(:,3)); 
    maxloadtwo(i)=maxloadtwo(i)*-1; 
    ltwoendcod(i)=x(end); 
    ltwoendload(i)=y(end); 
    y=y(maxindextwo(i):end); 
    x=x(maxindextwo(i):end); 
    [meet,meetindex]=min(abs(y-maxload(i))); 
     
    % Now draw a line of interpolated virgin Su slope codcalcslope 
    % to the x-axis and determine effective initial COD for L3 
    effcod(i)=x(meetindex)-y(meetindex)/codcalcslope(i); 
     
    % Next beam or all done 
    if i==numfiles 
    fprintf(['\nDone! Check "matlab outfile.csv" for COD results.\n']);     
    else 
    fprintf(['\nOkay, moving on to beam ',num2str([i+1]),' of ',num2str(numfiles),' in this folder...\n']); 
    end 
end 
        
       % BEGIN OUTFILE PRINTING 
         
outfile=fopen('matlab outfile.csv','a'); 
fprintf(outfile,['\n%s\n'],loadtwofolder); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',ltwoendcod(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'ltwoendcod\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',utwoendcod(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'utwoendcod\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',ltwoendload(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'ltwoendload\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',codcalcslope(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'codcalcslope\n'); 
for i=1:numfiles 
 fprintf(outfile,'%d,',effcod(i)); 
end 
fprintf(outfile,'effcod\n'); 
fclose('all'); 
 
A.5 healingplots.m – Plot load-CMOD curves, considering effective CMOD 
format shortEng  % show scientific numbers with factor of 3 exponent 
 
% gather info about input folders 
folderdesc=input('\nFolder description?: ', 's'); 
[loadonefilelist,loadonefolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING 1 files','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(loadonefilelist); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
[unloadonefilelist,unloadonefolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING 1 files','multiselect','on'); 
[loadtwofilelist,loadtwofolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING 2 files','multiselect','on'); 
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proceed=input('\nAre there U2 files? 1 for yes, 0 for no: '); 
if proceed == 1 
 [unloadtwofilelist,unloadtwofolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING 2 files','multiselect','on'); 
end 
[loadthreefilelist,loadthreefolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the LOADING 3 files','multiselect','on'); 
[unloadthreefilelist,unloadthreefolder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Select the UNLOADING 3 files','multiselect','on'); 
 
%% Find effcod %% 
% Initialize variable arrays with 0 
maxload=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
maxindex=zeros(numfiles,1)'; 
 
for i=1:numfiles % loop over numfiles specimens, running each through the analysis 
    % determining peak load from L3 file i 
    ldatapath=[loadthreefolder,char(loadthreefilelist(i))]; 
    ldata=importdata(ldatapath,',',33); 
    [maxload(i),maxindex(i)]=min(ldata.data(:,3)); 
    maxload(i)=maxload(i)*-1; 
     
    % Determine effective Su from virgin beam multiple-unload curve fit 
     
    codcalcslope(i)=40.993*maxload(i)^2+15538*maxload(i)+378539; 
 
    % Now load L2 file and determine where the L3 maxload meets it  
     
    fprintf(['\nNow finding effective COD...\n']); 
    ldatapath=[loadtwofolder,char(loadtwofilelist(i))]; 
    ldata=importdata(ldatapath,',',33); 
    x=-0.001*ldata.data(:,5); % grab x values from columns 
    y=-ldata.data(:,3); % grab y values from columns 
    [maxloadtwo(i),maxindextwo(i)]=min(ldata.data(:,3)); 
    maxloadtwo(i)=maxloadtwo(i)*-1; 
    ltwoendcod(i)=x(end); 
    ltwoendload(i)=y(end); 
    y=y(maxindextwo(i):end); 
    x=x(maxindextwo(i):end); 
    [meet,meetindex]=min(abs(y-maxload(i))); 
     
    % Now draw a line of interpolated virgin Su slope codcalcslope 
    % to the x-axis and determine effective initial COD for L3 
    effcod(i)=(x(meetindex)-y(meetindex)/codcalcslope(i))*10^6; 
end 
% plot the tests 
count=1; % initiate counter 
hold off 
for count=1:numfiles 
 datapath=[loadonefolder,char(loadonefilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',33); 
        x=-1000*data.data(:,end);  
        y=-data.data(:,3);  
 datapath=[unloadonefolder,char(unloadonefilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',27); 
 xadd=-1000*data.data(:,end); 
        yadd=-data.data(:,3); 
 x=[x;xadd]; 
 y=[y;yadd]; 
 datapath=[loadtwofolder,char(loadtwofilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',33); 
 xadd=-1000*data.data(:,end); 
        yadd=-data.data(:,3); 
 x=[x;xadd]; 
 y=[y;yadd]; 
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 loadtwoendcod=x(end); 
 if proceed==1 
 datapath=[unloadtwofolder,char(unloadtwofilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',27); 
 xadd=-1000*data.data(:,end); 
        yadd=-data.data(:,3); 
 x=[x;xadd]; 
 y=[y;yadd]; 
 end 
 datapath=[loadthreefolder,char(loadthreefilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',33); 
 xadd=-1000*data.data(:,end); 
 xadd=xadd+effcod(count); 
        yadd=-data.data(:,3); 
 x=[x;xadd]; 
 y=[y;yadd]; 
 datapath=[unloadthreefolder,char(unloadthreefilelist(count))]; 
 data=importdata(datapath,',',27); 
 xadd=-1000*data.data(:,end); 
 xadd=xadd+effcod(count); 
        yadd=-data.data(:,3); 
 x=[x;xadd]; 
 y=[y;yadd]; 
    h=plot(x(1:end),y(1:end),'LineWidth',1); 
    % formatting plot 
    set(h(1),'DisplayName',[folderdesc,' ',num2str(count)]); 
    legend('show','Location','NorthOutside','Orientation','vertical'); 
    xlabel('CMOD (microns)'); 
    ylabel('Load (N)'); 
    pause=input(['\nBeam ',num2str(count),' done, press enter to continue...']); 
% Save the figure as an image file. This will be overwritten while the specimen number stays the same.  
saveas(h,['load-COD plots\',folderdesc,' ',num2str(count)],'tif'); 
saveas(h,['load-COD plots\',folderdesc,' ',num2str(count)],'fig'); 
end 
% Announce to the user that we're finished!  
fprintf(['\n\nDone! Check COD plots folder for plot images.\n\nHave a nice day =)\n\n']); 
fclose('all'); 
 
A.6 handervsdepth.m – Aggregate indentation hardness and modulus data 
% Get input data file location and load the data 
[filename,foldername]=uigetfile('D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter data organization\*.txt','Select the indentation 
analysis files...','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(filename); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
tripcounter=0; 
for a=1:numfiles 
indentdata=importdata([char(foldername),char(filename(a))],'\t',5); 
% Gather data and rearrange 
hc(:,a)=indentdata.data(1:end,1)*10^-3; 
redmod(:,a)=indentdata.data(1:end,7); 
hardness(:,a)=indentdata.data(1:end,8); 
printout(:,(tripcounter+a))=[(a-1);hc(:,a)]; 
printout(:,(tripcounter+a+1))=[(a-1);hardness(:,a)]; 
printout(:,(tripcounter+a+2))=[(a-1);redmod(:,a)]; 
tripcounter=tripcounter+2; 
end 
csvwrite([char(filename(a)),'.csv'],printout); 
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A.7 scratchcropper.m – Crop scratch trace images 
% Get input data file location and load the data 
[imgname,imgfolder]=uigetfile('D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter data organization\10 8sep15\SEM\*.tiff','Select the 
scratch images...','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(imgname); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
% crop 
for i=1:numfiles 
[im,map]=imread([char(imgfolder),char(imgname(i))]); 
pxls=size(im); 
croppedim=imcrop(im); 
ttl=char(imgname(i)); 
imwrite(croppedim,['D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter\scratchfigs\cropped ',ttl(1:end-5),'.tif']) 
end  
fclose('all'); 
 
A.8 windowslopepos.m/windowdevmeancof.m – Plot scratch test data 
% Get input data file location and load the data 
[filename,foldername]=uigetfile('D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter data organization\10 8sep15\data\*.txt','Select the 
scratch test file...','multiselect','on'); 
[imgname,imgfolder]=uigetfile('D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter data organization\10 8sep15\SEM\*','Select the scratch 
image...','multiselect','on'); 
foo=size(filename); % get the number of data files 
numfiles=foo(2); 
 
for a=1:numfiles 
scratchdata=importdata([char(foldername),char(filename(a))],'\t',3); 
[im,map]=imread([char(imgfolder),char(imgname(a))]); 
 
% Find the scratch sector 
fid=fopen([char(foldername),char(filename(a))]); 
datalines=textscan(fid, '%s', 'Delimiter', '\n'); 
fclose(fid); 
datalines=datalines{1}; 
blanklines=find(cellfun('isempty', datalines)); 
%wait=input(['\nFound these blank lines. Press enter to continue.\n']); 
startline=blanklines(5)-6; 
endline=blanklines(6)-8; 
%wait=input(['\nLooks like the scratch starts on line ',num2str(startline),' and ends on line ',num2str(endline),'. Press enter to 
continue.\n']); 
% Adjust the starting Z position to 0 and flip right side up 
scratchdata.data(startline:endline,1)=(scratchdata.data(startline:endline,1)-scratchdata.data(startline,1))*-1; 
 
% Gather data and do the window 
xpos=scratchdata.data(startline:endline,3); 
ycof=scratchdata.data(startline:endline,5); 
ypos=scratchdata.data(startline:endline,1)*0.001; 
numforcepts=5; 
forceptsspc=roundn(length(scratchdata.data(startline:endline)),1)/numforcepts; 
count=1; 
for count=1:numforcepts 
 index=count*forceptsspc+startline; 
 zforcey(count)=scratchdata.data(index,2); 
 zforcex(count)=scratchdata.data(index,3); 
 count=count+1; 
end 
% perform window algorithm 
windowsize=[500 1000 1500]; 
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posslope=zeros(length(windowsize),length(ypos)); 
% deviate=zeros(length(windowsize),length(ypos)); % for COF deviation 
smoothe=zeros(length(ypos),1);  
for i=1:length(windowsize) 
numdeviatepts=length(ypos)-windowsize(i); 
for j=1:numdeviatepts 
fitted=polyfit(xpos(j:(j+windowsize(i))),ypos(j:(j+windowsize(i))),1); 
posslope(i,(j+windowsize(i)/2))=fitted(1); 
% deviate(i,(j+windowsize(i)/2))=std(ypos(j:(j+windowsize(i)))); % for COF deviation 
end 
end 
numdeviatepts=length(ypos)-1000; 
% apply smoothing algorithm to raw data 
for j=1:numdeviatepts 
smoothe((j+(1000/2)))=mean(ypos(j:(j+(1000/2)))); 
end 
 
% Plot the data, smoothed data, and window data 
hold off 
clf 
subplot(3,1,1:2) 
[haxes,hline1,hline2]=plotyy(xpos,posslope(1,:),[xpos,xpos],[ypos,smoothe]); 
% [haxes,hline1,hline2]=plotyy(xpos,deviate(1,:),[xpos,xpos],[ypos,smoothe]); % for COF deviation 
hold on 
plot(haxes(1),xpos,posslope(1,:),xpos,posslope(2,:),xpos,posslope(3,:)) 
set(haxes(1),'YLim',[-0.1 0.1]); 
% plot(haxes(1),xpos,deviate(1,:),xpos,deviate(2,:),xpos,deviate(3,:)) % for COF deviation 
% set(haxes(1),'YLim',[0 1]); % for COF deviation 
set(haxes(1),'box','off'); 
set(haxes(1),'XLim',[0 250]); 
set(haxes(2),'XLim',[0 250]); 
xlabel('Lateral Position (um)'); 
ylabel(haxes(1),'Window Slope (um/um)'); 
% ylabel(haxes(1),'Window StdDev'); % for COF deviation 
ylabel(haxes(2),'Z position (um)','Color','k'); 
set(haxes(2),'YColor','k'); 
set(hline2(1),'Color','k'); 
set(hline2(2),'Color','m'); 
set(haxes(1),'box','off'); 
ttl=['stdev ',char(filename(a))]; 
title(ttl); 
set(haxes(1),'YTickMode','auto'); 
set(haxes(1),'XTickMode','auto'); 
set(haxes(2),'XTickMode','auto'); 
set(haxes(2),'YTickMode','auto'); 
 
text(0,-10,'Z mN:') 
count=1; 
for count=1:numforcepts 
strholder=num2str(roundn(zforcey(count)*10^-3,-1)); 
text(zforcex(count),-10,strholder) 
end 
 
% plot the image 
subplot(3,1,3) 
subimage(im) 
axis off 
 
saveas(gcf,['D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter\scratchfigs\',ttl(1:end-4)],'tif'); 
saveas(gcf,['D:\work\cement bacteria healing\indenter\scratchfigs\',ttl(1:end-4)],'fig'); 
 
end 
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A.9 scratchmechanics.m – Calculate scratch mechanics parameters 
format shortEng 
 
%% input data %% 
% constant 
radius=0.00000457; 
 
% change for each coating 
Ercoating=24.9*10^9; 
Ecoating=24*10^9; 
nucoating=0.24; 
 
% change for each specimen 
height=5*10^-6; 
critloadP=29.472*10^-3; 
cof=0.5; 
 
%% now calculate %% 
a=(3*critloadP*radius/(4*Ercoating))^(1/3); 
pressurePo=3*critloadP/(2*pi()*a^2); 
 
z=0; 
found=0; 
taucurrent=0; 
while found==0 
z=z+1*10^-9; 
tauold=taucurrent; 
taucurrent=(1/2)*abs(pressurePo*((-3/(2+2*(z^2/a^2)))+(1+nucoating)*(1-(z/a)*atan(a/z)))); 
if taucurrent<tauold 
found=1; 
z=z-10^-9; 
end 
end 
sigma=critloadP/(2*pi()*a^2)*((4+nucoating)*(3*pi()*cof/8)-(1-2*nucoating)); 
workadhesion=sigma^2*height/(2*Ecoating); 
% report parameters to stdout.   
[pressurePo; z; tauold; workadhesion] 
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APPENDIX B 
PRELIMINARY MENTORING PROJECT 
During the summer of 2013, the author assisted a high school student, Benjamin Kaplan, 
in association with the Intel Science Talent Search. Kaplan was interested in studying the healing 
capabilities of MICP compounded with autogenous healing in Engineered Cementitious 
Composites (ECC) [Yang et al. 2009]. A target ECC mixture design was selected from the 
literature with a water-to-cement ratio of 0.4, a sand-to-cement ratio of 1.0 using a special grade 
of F-110 silica sand, and 2% volume fraction of polyvinyl alcohol fibers [Li et al. 2004]. For 
some sample sets, sterile or inoculated nutrient media were added as the water portion of the 
mix. Nutrient media has the effect of a superplasticizer at very early ages. Therefore, the amount 
of superplasticizer was varied to target a specific flow value and quality of workability, as in the 
author’s previous, unrelated work [Stynoski et al. 2015]. Mixes lacking fibers exhibited 
excessive flow, even without superplasticizer (Figure B.1).  
 
Figure B.1. ASTM C1437 flow table test results for ECC with too much superplasticizer (left), 
the correct amount of superplasticizer (center), and lacking fibers and superplasticizer (right). 
 
 Resonant frequency stiffness analysis was applied to four sample sets to help quantify 
healing. The non-cracked (NC), plain ECC (R), sterile medium (M), and inoculated medium (B) 
samples were treated in three different environments: Outdoor exposure (EV1), 30 °C limewater 
(EV2), or underground (EV3). Note that NC specimens were only treated in EV2 and that 4 
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specimens were tested per sample set. After an initial curing period of 7 days, all specimens were 
tested for resonant frequency, loaded to their first-crack strength, and then tested again for 
resonant frequency. Finally, after a 28-day healing period, their resonant frequencies were 
measured for the last time.  
 From the results plotted in Figure B.2, B.3, and B.4, it appears that the NC-M sample set 
stiffened more than NC-R over 28 days, but was nearly identical to NC-B in stiffness gain. Set B 
exhibited the greatest percentage recovery after 28 days of healing, but also the greatest drop in 
frequency after cracking. Since the damage method was simply loading to the first-crack 
strength, the extent of damage varied across sample sets. CMOD control provides much better 
control over the extent of damage across all specimens. Regardless, all three sample sets of R, M, 
and B recovered to the level of NC after treatment in the favorable conditions of EV2. ECC is 
known for autogenous healing without bacteria [Yang et al. 2009], so these results do not 
invalidate the efficacy of MICP.  
 
Figure B.2. Resonant frequency evolution through time for 4 sample sets of plain ECC treated in 
3 environments. 
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Figure B.3. Resonant frequency evolution through time for 4 sample sets containing sterile 
nutrient media treated in 3 environments. 
 
 
Figure B.4. Resonant frequency evolution through time for 4 sample sets containing nutrient 
media inoculated with bacteria treated in 3 different environments. 
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APPENDIX C 
NANOSCRATCH TEST DATA 
 Hundreds of .tif files depicting the nanoscratch test data and micrographs of the 
associated scratch traces, as seen in example Figures 4.14, 4.15, and others, may be found in a 
supplemental file named Nanoscratch_Test_Data.zip.  
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